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D
Clemency hearings
put families through
hell all over again

BIA COLLEGELIBRARY

South Loop
crime on rise,
says report

They runneth over cups ...

0
Part 3 of the Chronicle's
Campus Safety Series looks at
crime statistics for the college and
surrounding neighborhood
By Lisa Balde
Staff Writer
At the beginning of the semester. the Office of
Safety and Security released its annual report of
crime statistics for the year 200 I.
The report was sent out to Columbia staff, faculty
and the entire student population. Accordi ng to its
contents. crime significantly decreased during 200 I
compared with the previous two years. However,
this data does not necessarily reflect the amount of
crime that is curren tly taking place around
Columbia and in the South Loop in general.
In the report, a list of crimes was broken up into
four categories according to where they alleged ly
happened. This list includes: all-campus property,
noncampus property, student residence center property and public property.
According to the report, between Jan. I and Dec.
3 1, 2001, seven burglaries took place on all-campus
property and 23 liquor law violations and 19 drug
law violations occurred in the student residence
center. This represents a considerable decrease
from the 15 burglaries on all-campus property and
127 residence center liquor law violations recorded
in 2000.
Although these crimes were the only ones reported among the 21 types of crimes listed in this set of
statistics, these incidents occurred solely on campus
property and do not include those that took place on
public property.
Because Columbia is a commuter school set within an urban environment, its campus boundaries can
become slightly confusing, especially when compared to a more traditional campus.
The U.S. Department of Education's campus safety website defines all-campus property as "any
building or property owned or controlled by an
institution of higher education within the same reasonably contiguous geographic area of the institution."
In other words, when students are inside any of
Columbia's buildings, they are technically on
school-controlled property. However, as soon as
students step outside, they are considered to be on
public property owned by the city.
Last year four burglaries, five robberies, 12 motor
vehicle thefts, 15 drug law arrests and one illegal
weapons possession arrest occurred on the public
property surrounding Columbia buildings.
This is disproportionate to the amount of crime
that has taken place in the area in the last few
weeks, according to the Chicago Police Department
Citizen 1-Cam website. Between Sept. 24 and Oct.
7, for example, two battery charges and one incident of assault were reported within a quarter-mile
radius of 600 S. Michigan Ave.
Also, two criminal trespass incidents, two counts
of deceptive practice, one criminal damage report
and two forrns of "other vehicle offences"-terms

See Campus Safety, page 6
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Chicago Marathon runners drink from water and Gatorade cups offered at stands along the route. The marathon was
held on Sunday, Oct. t3. For more marathon pictures, see the photo essay 'The Chicago Marathon: 2002,' on pages
15-18. The essay features work from all Chronicle staff photographers and photography editors.

More construction, more closures
0
CTA work on Harrison Street el
curve to start next week
By Georgia Evdoxladls
Co-Editor-in-Chief
More construction is headed Columbia's way- this time
in the forrn of an extensive Chicago Transit Authority renovation of the elevated train track at Harrison Street and
Wabash Avenue. Officials from the city of Chicago and
CTA broke ground on the site Friday, Oct. 18, in a small
ceremony Jed by CTA President Frank Kruesi and 2nd
Ward Alderrnan Madeline Haithcock.

The S-shaped el curve at Harrison Street has presented the
city with many problems, Kruesi said in a press release.
Noisy and cumbersome, the length of track from Congress
Parkway to just east of State Street forces trains to slow to
I0 mph to traverse its turns. After renovation, speeds on the
track are expected to increase to 35 mph.
The length of track from Congress Parkway to the corner
of the George Diamond Steakhouse building will be completely replaced. Both theOrange and Green lines run along
the 100-year-old curve.
The renovation, which will replace existing metal support
columns with new ones of concrete, is also expected to sig-

See Construction, page 6

Columbia celebrates Coming Out Day
0
GLBT group sponsors
stories of first revelations
to offer support
By Renee Edlund
Staff Writer
A spotlight illuminated the rainbow
flag hanging behind the podium in
the Hokin Annex in honor of
Natio nal Coming Ou t Day on
Monday, Oct. 14. An open microphone was offered to all those who
wanted to share coming-out stories
or words of encouragement.
Cin Salach, a Chicago-area per-

formance poet, hosted the reading .
Salach opened with a poe m a nd
admitted, "Every time I write something down, I fee l like I'm coming
out... She encouraged the audience
to tell of the different ways they had
come out. "Te lling the truth can be
really scary. and you need support."
Salach said.
Sherry Liepins, a Columbia alumna and an adviser, said she found her
strength by be ing at a school that
cared. Liepins sa id she went to the
library to researc h a nd pre pare
before te lling her parents.
" After I told them," Liepins said,
" both of my parents had been struck.

and I was left speechless ...
Liepins · parents had sa id they were
worried for her safety because " the
world hates homosexuals... It was
seven years ago that Liepins came
out to her parents. and she admits
that she no longer speaks to them.
She said, " I th ink I can make a
strong life. and I do li ve for this
day."
Dominic Cottone. director of stu dent leadership, not only offered his
comi ng-out experience. but also
gave dating and relationship advice.
"Coming out is not the hardest part,

See Coming Out, page 3

PUS
NEWS
Around Campus-------Exterior repairs to Wabash
building to wrap up soon
Repairs to the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building are
near completion. said Bert Gall, Columbia's executive vice president, and the scaffolding is expected to be removed within the next two or three
weeks.
The protective covering was erected last May
after a series of injuries-caused by falling building debris-motivated the city of Chicago to
require that all buildings with masonry undertake
extensive reconstruction.
'
In 1999, Ana Flores was killed by falling window
glass from the CNA Insurance building as she
walked along Wabash Avenue, holding her 3year-old daughter's hand.
According to Gall, Columbia was the first landlord in Chicago to comply with the law. The renovations will continue in spring with the 624 S.
Michigan Ave. building.
"We can't work in the winter," Gall said.
Columbia officials allocated $1 .5 million for the
completion of the project last spring, and early
estimates put the amount spent at around
$650,000.
Concurrently, workers are installing new backup
generators into the 624 S. Michigan Ave. building.
Gall says they should be in place by the first of the
year.

Wednesday series features
Garcia's documentary
This week's film series is a documentary screening with Diego Garcia Moreno. A Chicago-based,
Colombian-born director, Garcia will introduce his
latest work The Castanets of Notre Dame, plus
selected shorts. Castanets is a poetic study of
Jairo Toben who, after 20 years as sexton at Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris, dreams of performing in
an organ and castanets concert.
He returns to turbulent Colombia, his homeland,
and retraces the steps that carried him on to the
Great Temple. Jairo's castanets are his weapons
for calming troubled spirits along the road.
Garcia graduated from the Louis Lumiere School
of Cinematography in Paris and has more than 20
years experience as a producer, director, writer,
director of photography and professor in Latin
America, France and the United States.
The screening is Wednesday, Oct. 23 in the 1104
S. Wabash Ave. building, Room 302 at 6 p.m. The
event is free and open to the public.

CRX named finalist in college
and national competition
Columbia's student-run radio station, WCRX
88.1-FM recently placed as a finalist for awards
from the Collegiate Broadcasters Inc., a nonprofit
organization whose membership consists of college or university electronic media outlets. WCRX
will compete against several colleges across the
country for awards in Best News Reporting, Best
Radio Newscast, Best DJ Aircheck, Best Promo
for Station or Student Media Outlet, as well as for
the College Media Advisers Diversity Award. Firstplace winners will be announced on Nov. 2.
The station is also a finalist for two awards in the
Seventh Annual March of Dimes Achievement In
Radio Awards, which recognize talented radio professionals in Chicago and other markets. WCRX is
up for Best News Series/Feature and Best Pubic
Affairs Programming or Feature Program. Firstplace winners will be announced Nov. 7.

Former recruiting director
slated to share job insights
Come hear an insider's perspective on how to
write breakthrough resumes and prepare confidently for interviews in the arts, communications
and media fields. Brad Karsh spent the last 15
years at Leo Burnett USA. In his most recent position there, Karsh served as Director of Talent
Acquisition and was responsible for all of the
agency's h1ring. The presentation is on Tuesday,
Oct. 29, 11 :30 a.m-1 p.m. in Room 311 of the 623
S. Wabash Ave. Building.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255.

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

Russell Simmons, founder of Def Jam Records, pays a surprise visit to Columbia students in the
[M111191tme,nt Department on Tuesday, Oct. 15.

~cademic

Computing restricts access

0
Only one lab remains
available for general campus
usage
By Usa Balde
Staff Writer
Due to a lack of resources for its own students, the
f"cademic Computing Department has closed its computer lab to the general Columbia community.
Before this semester, the lab, located on the fourth
floor in the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building, was open for
anyone with a Columbia ID to use. And, equipped with
,nore computer programs than any other lab in the
hool, it was one of the most popular on campus.
"We would get 2,000 people on the floor a week, and
udents couldn't get the space or the time they needed
o do their work for class," said Niki Nolin, acting chair
for the Academic Computing Department. " We always
had lines of students waiting to get in, and a lot of people were just check ing e-mail."
Last semester, the department passed out a survey to
veryonc who used the lab, asking them their majors and
heir reasons for utilizing the lab. According to Nolin,
most of the students who responded were not involved
with the Academic Computing Department at all and
1were, in fact, only there to surf the Internet and to
~espond to and send out e-mail messages.
"That made it hard for students who needed the spaces
o digitize video or usc Photoshop," Nolin said.
To better assist students' needs, the resources in this
ab have been made exclusively accessible to academic

~

~
I

computing students Monday through Thursday from 9
a.m.-10 p.m.
This leaves just one computer lab for the rest of the
school to use. Other than the English Department lab,
which technically belongs to the department but allows
access to anyone with an ID, the only on-campus option
is the computer lab on the second floor of 600 S.
Michig~ Ave.
But, according to lab attendant Aaron Bowers, this lab
has been servicing the bulk of the students who can't use
the academic computing lab anymore, and, as a result, it
is frequently full.
"We have to send people away, because there isn't
enough room for them," Bowers said. "There aren't
other labs in the school to send them to."
And students are not happy about it.
Academic computing lab computer tutor Varrick
Douglas said that, at the beginning of the year, every
fourth person who came to the lab thought it was still
open to all students.
They were all pretty angry, Douglas said. And it was
mostly because they just didn't know the lab rules had
changed.
Lab Technician Manager Julie Trainor said that the
" Where in the world are the labs?" pamphlets listing the
alteration in lab availability were passed out during registration, but, other than that, the department hasn't publicly advertised the change. Also, the pamphlet incorrectly lists the address of the academic computing lab as
being 623 S. Michigan Ave.
The academic computing lab will continue to serve the
entire Columbia community on Fridays and Saturdays
from 9 a.m.-7 p.m. and 9 a.m.-5 p.m., respectively.

Columbia adds cultural studies major
0
New course of
study focuses on less
mainstream topics
By Fernando Dlaz
Staff Writer
The Liberal Education Department
has co llaborated with the English
Department to offer a bache lors
deg ree in cultural studies, its first
major oOcred in the field and the
only one in the city.
Attempting to disprove the widely
held belief thut studying contemporary
c ulture
is
supcrOuous ,
Columbia is applying its unique
approach to education in a brand
new way.

According to Cultural Studies
Program
Director
Carmelo
Estcrrich, the goal of the major's
first core requirement, Introduction
to Cultural Studies, is to imbue students with a multidisc iplinary perspective toward culture.
"You can't look at things in isolatio n," he said.
Estcrrich, who also teaches a section of the introductory course, has
developed fi ve case studies for the
cluss. Focusin!? on the search for
identity in diOerent cultural representations, his students analyze the
western film Red River lor nntional
and ethnic models.
ll is clusses nlso study trnditionnl
toys like Bnrbic, G. l. Joe- nnd

newer ones like gay dolls Billy and
Carlos-to discuss gender issues
and ideas of beauty.
Esterrich said he and his students
will also look into the opera
"Marriage of Figaro" and the work
of Cataloni an photographer Joan
Fo ntcuberta, which fuses together
concepts of nature and history in a
medium that a llows the artist to create animals that could previously
only be imagined.
Michael!>. Vollbrecht, a new transfer student and cultura l studies
major who is tuking the course this
semester, snid he likes the versatility
of the program.

See Studies, page 6
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Student government
sights on campus secur
0
Association still short nine
members, interviews slated for
this week
By Usa Balde
Staff Writer
Campus safety was a major focal point in the
Student Government Association's Oct. 15 meeting.
The senate discussed at length what it could do to
make Columbia a sa fer place. The SGA emphasized
this issue due to the recent sexual assaults that have
taken place on or around campus within the last few
weeks.
SGA members agreed that the school's safety may
be lacking in several areas, and they pinpointed security as be ing its number one downfall. The senate
discussed severa l ways to increase measures of safety in Columbia bu ildings and on public property
around the buildi ngs as well.
Among the s uggested ideas for increased security
were shuttles to transport students between campus
buildings and a volunteer night escort service for

students walking to trains, cars or residence centers.
Also, mentioned were suggestions to replace the
security service that currently represents Columbia
with either a new service or perhaps even a group of
armed officers.
In o rder to take action on the issue as soon as possible, the SGA voted to write and present a letter to
Columbia admini stration, asking for its support in
taking further steps. Members said they felt this
would be a good step in gaining the college's trust in
the purpose and motivation of the SGA.
Also, the SGA will interview six candidates to fill
the nine empty seats remaining in the senate next
Tuesday. Each application will be individually
reviewed and the candidates interviewed.
Choosing senators to fi ll the seats has become crucial to the SGA taking the next step and being able to
make decisions fo r the college, but SGA President
Klaas Van Der Wey said he isn 't worried.
"I think that a majority of the nine seats will get
filled soon," Van Der Wey said. A lthough all nine
seats may not be occupied after next week, Van Der
Wey said there would still be enough people to
appropriate ly represent the school when decisions
need to be made.

Coming Out
Continued from Front Page
finding someone who is truthful
and dedicated to you is," Cottone
said.
Cottone and his fi rst love, Brad,
agreed to tell their mothers that
they were gay.
" Mom, I've got something to tell
you," Cottone said. "'Oh my god,
you're gay. I' ve known for so
many years !"' she responded,
Cottone remem bered. He noted
that as she cried, she said that she
was only crying because s he had
known for so long.
"Brad's mom didn 't take it so
well . But we had done it, and we
had done it together," said
Cottone.
Victoria Shannon, director of

gay and lesbian concern s at
Co lumbia, left home at age 15 to
move to St. Louis " . .. because I
knew something had to be developed."
At 17, s he returned home w hen
her grandmother died. "There was
a family issue to face," Shannon
said. While sitting at the kitchen
table, Shannon's uncle told her
mother about Shannon's homosexuality.
" What did I do to cause this?"
her mother asked.
"I don' t know," Shannon said.
Her mother p leaded with her not
to go back to St. Louis, and to get
her hormones checked.
But against her w is hes, Shannon

left home o nce again.
After years of therapy, Shannon
said her therapi st told her,
'"Sometimes y ou try to work
hard, and nothing happens, so you
jus t try to cut them lose."'
Shannon said she realized that
was exactly what she needed to
do.
Shannon said there was a happy
ending to her story. " I have a
super family now, one of my own
choosing," she said .
Many of the speakers at the
event gave mov ing, sometimes
painful accounts o f their experiences with coming out. Some also
offered a timeline of how they
became who they are today.
Cin Salach, a
Chicago-area
performance
poet, hosted a
"coming out
reading" for students, faculty,
staff and alumni
to share their
stories at the
Hokin Annex on
Monday, Oct. 14.
Felicia Ann
Macmillan (left),
out for seven
years, was one
of several speak·
ers at the event.

Photograph by Stacie Freudenberg/Chronicle

~k~!~~Gallery Events
Tit le: Sketcby
Exhibition of student, faculty and staff sketchbooks
Dates: Oct. 30 - Nov. 2 1
Hokjn Annex:
Title: Optic Verse
Exhibition of student poetry from participants of the
poetry program in the English Department.
Dates: Oct. 30 • Nov. 21
C33 Space
33 E. Congress Parkway
Title: Dia De los Muertos
Day of the Dead Altar Exhibition
Dates: Oct. 30 - Nov. 2 1
Reception: Nov. I, 3 pm
The fo llowing are groups and artists that will build
altars:
Latino Alliance of Columbia College
Art from the private collection of Mark Kelly
Latino Art Beat

Street Level Youth Media
Jose Corona, Likalee and Raquel Nu ~ ez
Ruben de Santiago
Elvia Rodriguez and Pros Art Studio
Gisell Mercier and Senio r Seminar

Jenny Priego
Ruben de Santiago
Friday, November 8th at 5:30 at C33 Space there wi ll
be a dinner and panel discussion on "Remembering ou r

ancestors through cultural practices" .

Glass C urtain Gallery
Title: The Chronicle of the Schizophrenic and his
Reluctant Helpers
Dates: October 25 - November 22
Reception: November I, 5 - 8pm
A photo documentary and writi ng collaboration by
James Syme and Peter von Ziegesar.
A documentation of a man's life in America. one man

lost, with few friends.

Geo rgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
You could call him a terrorist. He killed. and many of his
time called him a mass murderer. He would have called
himself a warrior, fighting for a just cause. He died in an
ambush at the age of 35. He was Crazy Horse. the Sioux
leader who defeated and killed George Arn1strong Cust~r
in June of 1876 in a s upremely bloody battle.
It is a fact that some terrorism is justified. When. or upon
whom, those terrorist acts may be ethically carried out is a
matter of opinion. Generally. those in power perpetrate the
acts. And those without strength. money or numbers frequently are the ones who suffer. But the opposite is '
increasingly true in today's world. There are innumerable
examples of both throughout history.
Even the idea of attacking innocent civilians is not new.
It has been the last-ditch elTon of all anned conflict since
time immemorial. And yet after Sept. I I, to Americans the
word "terrorism" has taken on a newly ubiquitous meaning.
President George W. Bush uses the word terrorist lightly,
and at a time when the word has taken on altered significance. Saddam Hussein is a "terrorist." The Washington
D.C. sniper is a "terrorist." Is Fidel Castro a terrorist?
Stalin? Hitler? Richard Nixon? Julius Caesar?
At precisely the moment when focus is needed most,
when our perception of truth and fiction is being arrested
so constantly, this willy-nilly use of the word "terrorist"
begs the question: "So what?"
There have been millions -billions--{)f people w ho
have inspired terror. Is everything we fear terrorism and
are everyone we fear terrorists? If so, then we must understand that there are different kinds of terrorism. Some terrorism can be right, proper and even moral.
When a population is threatened, particularly w ith
extinction or suppression, it becomes entirely acceptable
for that population to adopt radical forms of response. The
Native Americans were attacking and killing to keep white
settlers out of N onh America. Innocent men, women and
children died in those fights- both white and indigenous.
Justified? Yes.
The American Revolutionaries fought Britain for the
right of self-governance. They employed trickery and
" dirty" warfare to inspire terror in the troops they battled.
Moral? Well, we based our entire country on the belief that
it was not only right, but supported by God himself.
Is any of this starting to sound familiar?
It is easy to judge others now, for we are the ones who
have lost countrymen and women, innocent lives who did
nothing to draw the attack. But history may well judge us
differently. Americans are infected with a sense of selfimportance, as if we are the first to have heino us crimes
perpetrated upon us. How quickly we forget. The United
States ki lled 73,884 noncombatants on Aug. 6 and 9, 1945
in Hiroshima and Nagaski, ending a war that was really
already over. Are we terrorists?
In many ways, the battle between Palestinians and
Israel is mirrors the battle fought between Native
Americans and the white settlers. There was land.
Someone wanted the land, so they took it. Then there was
warfare. Palestinian attacks on Israeli settlements arc
played out as terrorism, despite the fact that such settlements are in direct violation of UN resolutions, and are in
confl ict with prevailing international opinion (an increasingly devalued commodity).
An unprovoked attack on the people of Iraq, w ith its
inevitable civilian casualties, will be another kind of terrorist action. We have might, and we have influence--so we
w ill do what we wish. But that does not make it right. That
has never made it right.
Lest the hawkish proponents of"defense through
offense" think me g li b and thoughtless, I admit that it is
not as easy as all that. There are certai nly no polite answers
to the conflict·roiling in the Middle East, and perhaps
bloodshed is our only answer. But we should not tell ourselves for one moment that we are any kinder, smarter,
more rational or more fair than any other terrorists in our
history. We are serving our interests, just as they are serving theirs.
They, the "others," the "terrorists," are fighting for their
own good, j ust as we are. That their good is in direct conflict to our own is not s urpris ing. Nor does that make us
wrong. But we should not be left unprepared for the fight.
We should steel ourselves to accept the moral ambigu ities
of our decisions, and we should never persecute those o f us
who disagree with leading opinion. In short, we should not
label dissenters "terrorists."
"All we wanted was peace and to be left alone. Soldiers
came and destroyed our villages. Then Long Hair [Custer]
came...they say we massacred him, but he would have
done the same to us. Our first impulse was to escape but
we were so hemmed in we had to fight." These are the
words of Crazy Horse, as told to Ohiyesa (Charles A.
Eastman). Let us not forget them in our rush to war.
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Winter is around the corner, which means FLU season.
Flu shots will be available to the entire
Columbia College Community.
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DATES: October 161h and 23rd
TIME:
9:30-4:30.
LOCATION: Rm. 311,623 S. Wabash

fi\m
The cost will be $15, cash or check .
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Stay healthy, so you don't miss yo ur classes.

Made poss1ble by
'I he Office of Student AfftllrR
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Everything Photographic Since 1899
Third Generation •
Same Family Ownership

LOWEST
PRICES
EVERYDAYI
PLUS AN ADDITIONAL

5%oFF
FOR ALL STUDENTS
& ALL FACULiY

On Most Products FILM;
AUDIO, DV, or VIDEO
TAPE; PAPER; CHEMISTRY;
& OTHER SUPPLY Purchases.
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Why Not Stop By?

*

UGHTS••.•
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ACTION!

Television, film and
studio for rent

Planned Parenthood's Loop Area Health Center
offers tons of services to help keep you healthy.
• contraception methods and counseling
• emergency contraception (EC)
• sexually transmitted infection testing and treatment
• routine gynecological services including:
-pelvic exams -pap smears

*

with all the goodies included!

auerbach@digilogelectronics.com

-problem care

• HIV counseling and testing
• pregnancy testing
• information about prenatal care, adoption, and abortion

-and we're right around the corner!
So call today, and make time in your
back-to-school schedule for your health.

Planned Parenthood Chicago Area
Loop Area Health Center
18 S. Michigan Avenue - 6th Floor
312-592-6700
rF.il Planned Parenthoode
~ chicago area

Founded in t 8a3
Chi<'ago's Oldest C.ltltolic Parish <utd Newest

Served by the Paulist Fathers

s iJKC

Cltli!Tll

1903

We invite you to visit our new churCh!
Weekend liturgies: Saturdays 5:00pm;
Sundays 8:00am, 10:30 am, ;md 12:00 pm
(3 12) 922-3111

www.oldstmarys.com
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'Avid' students get upgrade in technology
0
Film and TV receive new editing
software that rivals the pros'
By Ana Hrtstova
Staff Writer
Committed to stay on the cutting edge of technology
and to expose students to all tools they may encounter in
their professional careers, Columb1a purchased 75 Av1d
Xprcss DV v3.5 systems for its Fi lm and TV dcpanmcnts. Stani ng this semester, Film and TV majors have
the opponunity to learn on the newly released technology used by the majority of professionals in their induslrics.

Avid Xpress DV v3.5 features color correction tools,
customizablc workspace and more than I00 real-t1me
effects. and runs on iMacs and all Apple Power G4s.
Although the PC version has been out for a while, it wasn't until June 2002 that Avid released a Mac version.
Challenged by Apple's Final Cut Pro, which ·was taking away a big chunk of its bus iness, Avid fina lly came
out with a product that is not only technologically
advanced. but is also affordable.
"Competiti on benefits all of us," said Charles
Cclandcr, manager of technical services in the Film and
Video Dcpanmcnt. " It is nice to have both Avid and
Apple competing products."
The Fi lm Dcpanmcnt received 65 Avid Xprcss DV

v3.5 systems-30 of them suppon the two Production II
labs and the remaining 35 suppon the rest of the postproduction curriculum. Students will still learn ~h~ ol~
fashioned editing-cutting film apan and sphcmg 11
together using splicing tape- at the Production I level.
"We emulate a little bit o f the Hollywood system of
doing things. We still print work print in some of the
most advanced projects," Celander said. "A lthough the
material is transferred to videotape and ed1tcd, we can
still go back, cut work, print and project it. One of the
many advantages of the digital editing is that 11 has eliminated a lot of the labor."
Avid Xpress DV v3.5 has replaced Adobe Premi.ere but
not Final Cut Pro, which students still use and w1ll continue to use, according to Celander. " We want to g1v~
students exposure to as many different too ls as poss1ble,
he said.
.
The Film and Video Depanmcnt has changed dramatically in terms of technology over the last years.
"In the past, post production was a sm~ll pan of the
depanmcnt," said. Pau,l, Hettel, _Program d1rcctor o ~. the
editing concentration. Now, 11 1s one of the largest. .
The depanment has devoted its entire sixth floor to piCture cutting and digital effects. Soon, half ofthe seventh
noor will be added when its post-aud1o fac li1t1es open.
The Television Depanment, which received I0 Avid
Xprcss DV systems, has been waiting to introduce the
new technology fo r a long t1mc.
"The big reason for it not happening two years ago was

that Avid Express DV was a PC-only product and we arc
an entirely Mac department," said Eric Scholl, assistant
chairperson of the Televisi?n Dcpa!'lment.
.
..
"We were using old Verslon-5 Av1ds for a bas1c cd1tmg
class. We wanted to change that to something that made
economic sense and that would be a powerful tool that
students could learn on," he said.
According to Scholl, students should know how to usc
both Final Cut Pro and Avid Xpress, but should emphasize Avid in order to prepare for work in the industrywhich is still predominantly done with Avid. Currently,
the new Avid systems are mostly m the V1deo
Techniques Ill area, but some arc used by other classes
as well.
"The big change that has happened over the last I0
years is the amount of information that students have
when they come in," said Scholl. Many have done shooting and editing. A reason for thi s is that over the years,
technology has become much more affordable.
" High schools and even individuals can afford Final
Cut Pro and even Avid," Scholl said. Avid Xprcss DV is
available for an educational price of$499, Final Cut Pro
for $299.
" We have the computers, we have the software," Scholl
said. " What is missing is a shared drive space, a system
that will connect all oft he different systems together," he
added. A product li ke that has not been introduced yet.
Once one comes out, the system will be much more
functional.

Studies
Continued from Page 2
"What I learn in one course I can apply to
another." Vollbrecht replied via e-mail.
"Within the major, a student can develop his or
her own outlook on what they'd like to do."
Aller the program was approved last May,
the depanmcnt had little time to advenise to
prospective students. Although there was no
classi fication number for the major by last
spring's early registration period, 13 students
have already declared cultural studies as their
major for the fall. According to Esterrich,
Introduction to Cultural Studies was already
full by the time registration began in
September.
Although the Liberal Education Depanment
has always otlcrcd Co lumbia students' general education and elective rcq~iremcnts, it previously offered only minors in its concentrations. The opponunity to otlcr a program that
adopts a critical approach to the general study
of culture has been a hotly debated topic in
academic circles for the last couple of years.
As the world becomes smaller due to the
increasingly g lobal nature of travel and commerce. educators and students have identified
a need for cultural awareness. According to
Esterrich. since 1999- when Columbia discontinued its policy of allowing students to
graduate without declaring a major- the
desire for that type of education has been driving some students away from the college.
"We arc making the degree as we go along,"
Esterrich said. The cultural studies program is
based on a core of five classes--three of
which are new and one of which is an internship. In addition to the college's general education requirements, students must take 24
credits hours in liberal ed ucation courses and
English electives in addition to 12 collegewide
electives.
Esterrich said the depanment originally
planned to require a minor with the ample
credit hours left for electives, but ci ted the
Film and Video Dcpanmcnt's lack of a minor
as one reason not to.
"We want students to be more intellectually,
politically, and culturally sophisticated," said
Teresa Prados-Torre ira, who teaches Political
Canoons and Satire. Prados-Torrcira's course
is another example of the department's
approach. I fer cia~~ studies 19th century political canoons- as well as contemporary cartoons from newspapers, "Saturday Night
Live'' and variou~ movies for a wcietal eont,'Xt and period alii tudes toward race, war, and

c ia\~.

According to Prado<~- Torre ira, student\ in the
das~ arc required to nring in political cartoon'
from new~pape" Ca(.;h week , which ' he 'la id at
least get\ them i<>(Jk mg at a new,paper. "We
want to build a critica l foundation m their cuilure and that of other countries," she \aid.
~a rguments a!!ilinsl lhi• emerging discipline are lhal its cour'lC of study i• w broad
and that ih \ ludcnls lack direction and arc uillmately uncmployahle. Columbia's an•wcr ha.•
been ''' ptl\h an a~e,.ivc inlcrn,hip program
\pe~,;itlcally dC\1gncd for cultural stud ies
maJor•

"I'm looking forward to taking other classes
in the major-especially the internship. I think
study ing is great, but sometimes you need to
get out there and explore," Vollbrecht
responded via e-mail.
Paul Carnic, the internship coordinator for
the Liberal Education Dcpanmcnt, said interest from city cultural organizations for interns
from the new program far exceeded his expectations.
"We haven't had to convince potential internship sites; the reaction [to the program] has
been more positive than I could have predicted." he said.
Whi le Esterrich noted that it is sometimes an
uphill battle to explain the value of the program to prospective students, their parents and
employers, both he and Carnic agreed that
there wi ll be a wealth ofopponunitics once the
majors reach thei r junior and senior years.
"We arc going to be working with students
to create our first formal relationships with
internship sites as students' needs develop,"
Carnic said.
Already on the list for prospective opponunities-some of which will pay students for
internships--arc museums, festivals, community ans organizations, the City of Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs and other nonprofit organizations. The aim of the Cultural
Studies Depanment is to provide opponunities
year-round, not j ust for the summer.
According to Carn ic, the Liberal Education
Department facu lty wants to offer students a
degree that includes experience tailored for
them, no matter what their needs are. He
added that the internships would serve not
only as jobs, but also as relationships that will
allow students' work to contribute to their academic lives.
Students are required to attend internship
seminars that meet five times throughout the
semester in which they can discuss thei r
progress.
The depan ment is still working on another of
the core requirements, the Methods or Inquiry
course, which will be offered next fall.
" It's the first of its kind in the country,"
Carnic said. The course will take a multidisciplinary approach to researching primarily current problems and conflicts on varying issues
in our society, Carnic said.
A main component of the course will be
panel discussions that foster dial o~uc between
studcnt.s and experts in a pan1cular field.
Camie said he hopes to make the discussions
open to the puhlic in the fillure.
'I hi s semester, the l.iberul Eduenlion
Department also introduced its year-long
" lntcr.cctiun•" series or lectures und discus,iuns, which hus hccn descri hcd t~• "o meeting
place fi>r diverse idea.• on contcmporury culture and the on ~ . "
"C'ullurc l•n't something you read uhuut,
it's something you experience, just "' you
experience an, phot ul(rlliJhy. mu'IC, und interior dc• ign," Vollhrcc hl replied vlu c-mull.
"1 he grcnl thing uhoutthl, mujnr i•. nllth~Hc
lhing• arc wrapped up in II."

Dwayne M. ThornaiCirtlnlde

Alderman Madeline Haithcock (2nd Ward), second from left, along with CTA ofll.
cials, break ground in a ceremony held in the lot at the comer of Wabash
Avenue and Harrison Street, where el renovations are slated to begin In the
coming weeks.

Construction
Continued from Front Page
nificantly reduce the noise level in the area, said Jack Hartman, executive vice
president of the· CTA. New steel tracks will also make for a quieter ride,
Hanman added. The $20 million project is expected to take 14 months.
CTA Vice Pres ident of Engineering Glenn Zika said the preliminary digging
will stan in a week or so, and that commuters can expect some lane closures on
Wabash Avenue. Drilling for the platforms wi ll begin next week. Zika said. All
schedules are tentative, he added, until work actually begins.
According to Zika, the majority of the work will occur in the parking lot adjacent to the line and it will not halt service. The CTA also plans to stagger woO:
in an effon to keep the lines running throughout construction. Sometime next
spring there will be an interruption of service, which. according to the CTA's
press release, will only last through one weekend.
The ex isting rail work was built in 1897 by the South Side Elevated Railroad
to join with the Loop elevated train, which was erected by the Union Elevated
Railroad. Both compunies were in existence before the creation of the CTA.
Fund ing for the project was provided by the Federnl Transit Administration.
the Illinois FIRST Progmm and the Regional Transponation Authority. The
CTA granted the work contrnct to F. H. Paschen.
Those interested in more information on the CTA renovations con visit the
organiuuion's website at www.tronsitchicngo.com, or cull I (8 8) YOU R-CTA
[968-7282 J.

Campus Safety
Continued from Front Page
the Su rety nml Security report d~1cs not im: ludc "ithin its list <lf crimes
lso
took plucc in the urcn over the some l)l'riod of tim~.
Director of Cnmpus Sulcly ~ turthu ~lcCI!llll s:.tld s he" IS pkn,:c;l "ith the
sufet y uround Columhiu's cumpus. She suid she li:cls thut t'hkal!l'' 's First
District. in which l'ulumhiu resides. Is the suti:st in I he cit) .
llul nccordin~ Ul the Rcscnrch untl ntli).sis sccti,,n ,,f the l{c<cmch und
Dcvclojl111Cnt IJ1vlslon of the Chklll\ll l'lllku Oqmrtmcnt 'wl\<lt<'. tl1<1 First
Dl•trlcl hud the 11rcntcst incrcnsc In villlcnt crimes, pr\lpc~ ~rune~ nml'" l'l':lll
Index crimes hctwccn 200 I nntl 200l.
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PETA campaign angers MADD: Travel sites offer
advertisements promote beer cheaper student
0 Controversy rises from MADD over
PETA's 'Got Beer?' campaign
By Rhlannon Mehring
The Lantern
COLUMBUS, Ohio-Targeting college camp~ses as
part of its anti-milk campaign, People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals has revised issues of concern from
Mothers Against Drunk Driving.
PETA's campaign began during the 2000 school year
with fliers and advertisements in newspapers on college
campuses acro~s the country. The ads ·were pulled shortly after their release, partly because of public objections
from MADD.
The campaign has returned to campuses fo r the 2002
schoo l year, adding bottle openers and beer cozies to the
mix. PETA claims beer is more nutritious than mi lk referencing a recent Harvard Medical School health ; tudy
that reports beer consumption in moderation can provide
protection against certain major medical ailments such
as heart attacks, strokes and hypertension.
Milk, on the other hand, contains fat, cholesterol and
sodium, all of which may be associated with certain
health hazards including obesity, heart disease and certain types of cancer, PETA said.
''The goal of the campaign is simple, we want to inform
people that milk isn 't the health benefit it 's cracked up
to be." said Dan Shannon, vegan outreach coordinator
for PETA. "It is also meant to expose the inhumane
practices by many factory farms."
According to PETA, more than one-tenth of the average herd of cows is dead before the age of2 from illness
or injury inflicted on factory farms. Dairy cows are artificially impregnated and their calves are taken within
days of birth so their milk can be extracted and sold in
supermarkets.
The decision to target college campuses was made
partly because young people are more apt to listen to an
educational message and would be more likely to appreciate the humor involved, PETA said.
"We believe college students are intell igent enough not
to take this too literally," Shannon said. "It's not as if
they are going to run out to get a s ix-pack to pour on
their morning cereal after see ing the ad."
PETA said the campaign has been an amazing success.
From this ad alone, the website has received more than
I 0,000 hits and many requests for vegan starter kits.
"We decided to bring the campaign back this year
because of all the attention and specific requests from

individuals to bring it back," Shannon said.
The widespread attention has angered groups such as
MADD, which believes PETA's campaign represents
irresponsible advertising and encourages underage
drinking. Judy Mead, executive director of MADD for
the state of Ohio, said she has been arguing with PETA
over this issue s ince it was first released.
" In March of 2000, PETA sent a statement to MADD
explaining that after seriously considering MADD 's
concerns, they decided to pull the ad and re-release the
campaign using another angle," Mead said. "Here it is
two years later and they have produced the exact same
ad." Mead said the campaign is meant only to spark controversy and doesn't take into consideration the many
problems that stem from alcohol abuse.
According to a report from the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, I 0 million youths ages
12-20 in the United States admit to drinking alcohol and
mo re than 6 percent of them are binge drinkers.
"Last year, the government spent $52.8 billion on
underage drink ing and $19.5 billion in alcohol related
traffic crashes," Mead sa id. "These kids who are consumi ng alcohol at such a young age don't realize what
they are doing to themse lves and the risks they are taking."
Mead a lso places blame on the alcohol industry for
targeting young people with its advertisements.
Commercia ls involving the Budweiser frogs are obviously intended to attract a younger audience, she said.
In response to MADD's concerns over the "Got Beer?"
campaign, Shannon said PETA is simply trying to make
a rhetorical point and that MADD is missing it. " We
have nothing but respect for MADD," Shannon said.
"On this issue, we're j ust going to have to agree to disagree."

"T.he goal of the campaign is
simple, we want to mform
people that milk isn't the .
healtn benefit it's cracked up
to be."
-

said Dan Shannon, vegan outreach
coordi nator for PETA -

Change of tone for cell phone users
0 Cell phones now have
potential to become even
more annoying

marts.com, among others, to download their favorite songs or TV show
themes.
Davis said copyright infringement
is not an issue because only the
By Stephanie Yost
melody line is used for the tone.
Mobilesmarts.com lists Bubba
Iowa State Daily
Sparxxx's "Ugly," Alien Ant Farm's
"Smooth Criminal" and 'NSync's
AMES, Iowa-If you are sick of "Pop" as the top picks. You can even
the 20 ring tones your cell phones
down load your favorite Christmas
came with or if you can't get enough songs, including "Jingle Be lls,"
of Nelly's " Hot in Herre" on the
"Deck the Halls" and "Let it Snow."
radio, the latest fad in upgrading your
"You can make your ce ll diflerentcell phone's vocabulary might have
you can express yourself by somesome appeal.
thing that's personal to you," Kitovcr
Downloadable cell phone ring tones
said. "I never take my ' [Beverly
have a lready made a big splash in
Hills] 90210' theme song ofT my
Europe and are becoming increasing- phone."
ly popu lar in the United States
On personalringtones.com, more
according to Samantha K itover ~ obscure titles such as the " Inspector
senior in management.
'
Gadget" theme, Vanilla Icc's " Icc, Ice
"The word on the street is that Baby," Dcxy's Midn ight Runne rs'
everyo~e in Europe has cell phones,"
"Come on Eileen" and Ozzy
sa~s Gabc Davis, manager of the
Osbourne's "Crazy Train" can be
y.'1reless Store and senior in journal- found.
ISm and mass communication.
With six different categories on perIn the United States, a person must
sonalring tones.com- Top I 0 Newest
be 18 to have a cell phone under his
Songs, Top I0 Most Popu lar, l'op &
or her name, but in European counRock, '80s, '70s & before and
tries, people o f all ages own them and
themes-many should be able to find
they have become more li ke a toy
Davis said.
' the ring tone that is just right. If the
site does n' t have your favorite song
"People l ik~ to figure out as many
o~ art1st, yo~ can pu1ke a tone request
ways as poss1blc to make their cell vm an e-mail.
phone unique," he said.
Once the site has added your
Ce ll phone owners can visit sites
rcq u~st to their collection, they will
s uch as pcrsonalrinl!tones.com,
e-ma il you to let you know your song
2thumbswap.com and mohi lcs- has been uploaded.

Most sites charge anywhere from 5
cents to $3 per ring tone, but some
sites, such as mobilesmarts.com, arc
free, Davis said.
The process of downloading the ring
tone onto the phone is fairly simple,
but cell owners should check with the
service providers to make sure the
phone model can receive downloads.
For instance, U.S. Cellular customers have to be signed up for
advanced mobile messaging and
those who want to download o n· of
personalringtones.com need to have
certain Nokia models.
To download a song, Davis said a
person has to visit one of the websites, enter the cell phone number and
serv ice provider (Verizon, U.S.
Ce llular, Sprint) and pick the tone.
The ring tone gets sent to the
owner's phone where he or she can
retrieve it, Davis said.
" In add ition to being able to download ring tones, you can downloud
text a ni mation, picture messages,
screen savers, ca ller group icons and
receive e-mail," Davis said.
The future of cell phone cupabi liti es
and features appears even more
advanced.
Kitover said people will be able to
create their own ring tones ·nch
number on the phone's keypud will
huve a di fTerent tone, and these tones
can be put together in a musical puttern .

airline fares

0
College students (sometimes) can
find the fairest fares
By Brenda Farrell
The Associated Press
PROVIDENCE, R.I.--Can college students really fly
more cheaply than the rest of the traveling public?
The simple answer-if it's possible to have a simple
answer to any question regarding air travel-is "sometimes."
Since last year, Student Universe, an Internet retailer of
airline tickets, has been marketing discounted fares to college students and facu lty. In partnership with the online
travel sites Travelocity and Orbitz, Student Universe aims
to provide flexible, low-cost air travel to tomorrow's frequent fliers.
Bart Littlefield, the company's senior vice president of
products and marketing, said there are benefits to both the
airlines and the students.
"The airlines are able to identify a market," he said. "And
the students are able to travel at prices they can afford."
Usually, low-cost air travel means limited flexibility, but
Student Universe offers its members a surprising number of
choices.
One option is for students to purchase tickets as little as
four days prior to departure. Also, one-way tickets may be
purchased at prices that can be half as expensive as oneway tickets offered elsewhere. And tickets with different
arrival and return cities--Qften a benefit to students studying abroad-are also less expensive.
As a part-time graduate student, I registered for the service to see how it works. Entering via the Travelocity site,
the sign-up process took less than three minutes. I entered
the name of my university and the e-mail address given to
me by the school, ending in .edu. This is how the company
veri tied my student status.
Immediately I began looking for a low, round-trip fare
from Providence to Denver during Thanksgiving week-not
usually a time you'd expect to find a cheap night.
I typed in a departure date of Nov. 21 and a return date of
Nov. 29. The itinerary would get me there in time for my
niece's birthday on Nov. 22 and allow me to stay through
Thanksgiving on Nov. 28.
Up popped an itinerary on USAirways for $330.75, which
would depart Providence at 2:50 p.m. and arrive at Denver
International Airport at 7:17p.m.
On the trip back, I'd depart Denver at 4:35 p.m. , arriving
at II :53 p.m.-a little later than I'd like, but acceptable
since the next day is Saturday and I don' t have to get up for
work.
In the past, I' ve paid an average of around $500 for a
round-trip ticket to Denver, so it seemed like a very reasonable price during a busy travel week.
But for research purposes I did a little online comparison
shopping. Student Universe's main competition comes
from online services like Expedia and its hosts, Orbitz and
Travelocity, according to Littlefield.
I tried the same itinerary on all three, and in each case I
found lower round-trip fares- $285 on Continental
Airlines. The only real difference was the departure time..
the Continental night departs at 6:50 a.m.
When asked why his competitors were offering lower
fares to Denver, Littlefield said his company is more competitive on international airfares.
"We virtually always have the lowest fares from any·
where to London," he said.
With so many large airlines struggling financially, many
are offering extremely low domestic prices, especially far
in advance, Littlefield said.
"Try to buy closer in," he said, "within one or two
weeks-as many procrastinating students do ... and you
wi ll see that our fares are substantially lower than fares
published widely in the market."
I tested Student Universe for prices fi·om Boston to severul European cities for that same week: Nov. 21-29.
For $268.80, I could fly round-trip to London on
American Airlines. A round-trip ticket to Paris on
U~Airways would cost u1e for $326.60, or I could fly to
V1enna for $342.70 round-trip. on Swissair.
By comparison, Orbitz had the lowest round-trip tickets
to London- $384 on Virgin Atlantic. Round-trip tickets
from Boston to Paris on lcelandair were $453 on both
Orbitz nnd Expcdia, while Trnvclocity showed its lowest
litre on Air France for $506.90. Round-trip fares to Vienna
ranged from $549 to $646.
. On nvcrngc •. I could snv~ ~t least $106 on n round-trip
ll1ght to one of these three c1t1cs through Student Universe.
And, I could travel to London for less than the lowest 1\m:
I lound to Denver.
I wonder, is it terribly un-Amcricnn to spend
Thnnksgi ving nbrond?
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• Free pregnancy tests
• Free ultrasound

CALL TODAY!

• No appointment
necessary

104 S. Michigan
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1-888-AM I PREG

• Someone to talk
to 24 hours a day
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College Council out of line on·lraq
Earlier this month the Columbia
College Council chose to grapple with
an issue outside of the college. They
passed a resolution on Oct. I I in protest
of the current United States s tance on
Iraq. The resolution, drafted by Louis
Silverstein of the Liberal Education
Department, was met with little dissent.
This is disturbing news.
T he council has decided it would be
in the best interest o f the stude nts and
faculty mem bers to state a generalized
opinio n of the college com munity.
Without asking students or ot her fac ulty members, aside from those on the
counc il , council members audaciously
took it upon them selves to speak for
the entire Columbia community.
Force-fed libe ralism is wrong in a ll
forms, and that is what this resolution
e m bodies.
The College Council is not a group
of elected officials chosen to speak on
the behalf of others about political
issues; it is a group of faculty, staff and
administrators coming together to better the college.
At the council meeting, me mbers
expressed the Jack of concern students
have with political issues. "Stude nts
are not motivated or informed.
Where's their rally?" said Jay Wolke,
chair of the Art & Design Department,
at the meeting.
" (Students] don 't know what to
do-they need a program and a planned
agenda," said Journals im Department
Faculty member Barbara Iverson. A

planned ag~nda would be a good way
to inform stude nts so they can make up
their own minds about their fee lings on
Iraq and be able to state them to mem bers of counc il- and to not have council members deciding how the
Columbia students should feel.
The membe rs of the College
Council must have been looking in
their hlstory books recently, or maybe
some of the m have been looking at old
photos of their Vietnam · Wa r protest
days.
In case the council did not know,
not everyone considers thi s to be
Vietnam revisited-even though it
might be for them. There is no doubt
that the Vietnam War and the radica l
protests thereof defined the generation
many of the coun'cil members consider
theirs. The work activists d id in the
60s served their best interests, but that
does not mean the old ideologies serve
the best interests of present-day students.
College Council is not the appropriate forum in which to inform people
on what their political views should
be--nor is it the forum in which to push
student activism. Faculty members and
counci l members can inform students
and encourage student activi sm in
c lasses or at s pecial meetings designed
to pus h political agendas.
College
Council meetings should be about the
issues solely affecting the college and
not about setting a political agenda.

Ignoring cheaters unfair to
honest students
Plagiaris m is a growing tre nd on
today's college campuses. With the
unlimited resources the Internet prov ides, it has become easier for students to appropriate the work of others . Howe ver, what is behind this
growing trend is even more disturbing-pl agiaris m is j ust one form of
cheating taki ng place.
Students have become not on ly
more laid-back about cheating, they
have a lso become more blatant about
it. We've all seen students who look
through their notes or ask the person
next to them for answers when the
instructor leaves the room during an
exam.
What happens to those who get
caught p lagiariz ing? Not muc h ,
according to recent research . The
Center for Academic Integrity at Duke
Univers ity reports-out of 2, I 00 faculty members at various institutions
of hi gher learning- one-third of
inst ructors fail to report students who
c heat on papers and exams.
In the same study, the CA I found
that 75 percent of student s c heat. And
the trend is getting worse. Students
s hrug off plagi a ris m as if it 's no big
deal- they think they won' t ge t
caught or even if they do nothing wil l
happen. Fo r example, look at the
recent case of sc ience teacher
C hri stine Pelton from Piper ll igh
School in Kansas City, Kan. After
fai ling more than 20 of her students
for plagiarizing o n a sc ience project,
the school board voted to reverse her
decision. So, not on ly did they get
away with plagiarizing, but some of
the students who cheated got a better
g rade than those who didn 't. What
kind of message d ocs that send'!
Even more dis turbing is the argument that students these days do n ' t
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reali ze they are c heat ing. The idea
that a college student cannot understand the speci fics of plagiarism isn't
valid. If you're smart enough to get
into college, you're smart enough to
know what cheating is-even if you
don't know that it 's called p lagiarism .
What seems to be overlooked is
the inte nt behind the act of plagiaris m, especially "cut a nd paste plagiarism ." This is a deliberate act, not
done by accident. Going to a website
a nd copying and pasting its words and
phrases into a document is very deliberate. Bes ides, s ince w hen has ignorance of the law ever been a va lid
defense? In the case of plagiarism,
pleading ignorance doesn't wash.
llere at Columbia the academ ic
integrity policy is la id out at the
beginning of each class and is even
stated expli c itly in the Student
Handbook . If yo u c hoose to ignore it
and get caught c heat ing, well then,
better luck next tim e.
Schools that c hoose to igno re pla ga ri sm do an injustice to students who
work hard and make conscious e ffort s
not to cheat- espec ia ll y when the
integrity policy is not enforced.
And it 's not just honest s tudents
who arc getting c heated; the s tude nts
who are p lagiariz ing should be learning a valuable lesson. Let 's face it ,
we' re a ll adu lts, we all know what
cheat ing is. The laz iness of th e students who c hoos e to c hea t and the faculty who c hoose to turn a b lind eye
when thi s ty pe of behavior occurs arc
to blame.
II ig h Sc hoo ls, coll eges and univers it ies have made a complex issue
o ut of something that is tru ly s imple:
You c heat, you get caught- you fai I.
f'eriod.
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Political views must be protected
By Pablo Wegesend
Ka Leo 0 Hawaii
(U- WIRE) HONOLULU-Diversity.
It's one of those words we frequently hear
on campus. Diversity can be a good and
interesting thing. Growing up in Honolulu, 1
got to meet people from a diversity of cultures, eat at a dive rse group of restaurants
and observe people getting involved in
d iverse activities.
This diversity is good because it would
be boring if everyone and everything was
the same. In some parts of the world, there;
is o nly one culture and things stay the same
year after year. People get bored and move
to where there are different types of cultures
in the same area.
The Unive rs ity of Hawaii has a student
population from an array of cultures and
offers many diverse activities. Where the
community within UH could improve, however, is in fostering a diversity of political
opinions.
What passes for diversity on this campus
is having a white leftist, a Hawaiian leftist,
an As ian leftist and a black leftist do all the
talking. And it seems that a majority of the
professors here are part o f the far left. When
the war on terror began, there were some
professors gett ing involved in anti-war
protests.
But where are the professors publicly
supponing the war on terror? Do they exist?
Do the Ul I departments not hire intellectuals
that don't toe the " blame-America-forevery thing'' line when it comes to foreign
po licy?
When I talk to other students on campus
they tell me that some of their professors
attempt to indoctrinate them w ith far- left
views. When I sec their textbooks, I notice
that many of the textbooks only represent
Jell-wing views.
One student showed me a syllabus !Torn
one of his classes and, in it, the teacher recommended the students read TI1e Nation
magazine, a lcfl-wing magazine. While
there's nothing wrong with reading The
Natio n, why hasn 't that professor also recommended The National Review, Renson or
The New Republic? In other words, why
hasn't that professor recommended that stude nts expose themselves to a di versity of
Ltttt,. to the editor n1u1t Include your full name,
yelu , major, •nd 1 phono number All letter• ere edited
tor grernrnar and m1y be cu t dllt to the llmlhtd amount
ol apn~ •wa1labla

Lollora c1n be f111d to uo ot (312) 344-1032,
Emalled lo ChronlcltC»colum.edu or mailed 10

tho Columbia Chronicle clo Lottora to rho editor, 823
S. W1bl1h Avo., Sullo 205, Chlcogo, IL 10105,

viewpoints?
Another example of a lack in diversity
of viewpoints is on the sovereignty issue: '
Militant sovereignty activists like HaunaniKay Trask teach credit courses every semester- and the thought pqlice rarely hara,ss
her. Meanwhile, Ken Con!4tl!, an .~ti-5ovc;t
eignty activist who wanted to teach a noncredit workshop on his views was threatened earlier this semester.
If that's not bad enough, Rebecca
Goodman, who's in charge of the Academy
for Lifelong Learning on this campus
(which allowed Conklin to teach his course),
was also threatened by phone and ln person.
That's right, she was threatened just for
letting a person with controversial views
teach a class. Never mind that Goodman
never even publicly expressed whether or
not she agreed with Ken Conklin on sovereignty.
Why hasn't any professor, Hawaiian or
non-Hawaiian, denounced those who use
threats to intimidate Conklin or Goodman?
Why didn't all the professors who protected
Trask in all the times she faced controversy
protect Conklin as well? When will someone say that both Trask and Conklin should
be protected? lsn't that what diversity is
about, allowing those of all views to speak
without fear?
UH-Manoa isn' t the only campus facing
the problem of having unprotected diverse
viewpoints.
Another example: When conservative
activist David Horowitz put an ad opposing
reparations for s lavery in college newspapers throughout the mainland, things went
berserk. At University of CaliforniaBerkeley, Brown University, Duke
Uni versity and University of Wisconsin,
rndical left-wing activists threatened the college newspaper editors for a llowing the ad
to be printed. Even left-wing liberal editorialists like Joan Walsh ofSalon.com and civil
libertarian Nat Hentoff of the Village Voice
have been disgusted by the hatred of ideological diversity shown by these rndical leftists.
Situations like the ones I've m entioned,
in which people get threatened just for
allowing politically incorrect views to be
expressed , is a direct threat to freedom. To
allow freedom to flourish, we ought to allow
the diversity of ideas to flourish on cnmpus.
Chronicle Em1U lddrn . .s:
l t lttra to the t d!tgr
ChtonlcloGcolum.odu
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Commentary

Cle_mency hearings unjust to
v.ictims' families
By Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor
All eyes were on Illinois last week.
The country watched and read as the
Illinois Prisoner Review Board began
clemency hearings for 140 of the 160
death-row inmates in the state.
Gov. Ryan has deemed it necessary to
rehash some of the state 's most horrific
murders, rapes and other crimes in order
to determine the poss ibility of granting
clemency to some or even all- as Ryan
has suggested he might do--of the state 's
death row inmates.
To put it lightly, this is the worst idea
and attempt at solving the problems of
state's death penalty that Ryan could have
ever come up with.
Hour after hour, victims and fam ily
members of dead victims have been
forced to come before a panel and revisit
the most horrific event in their lives.
These people had to retell their stories
and beg, sobbing, for the panel to let the
current sentence of death stand.
and Jerry
Last Wednesday, fami ly members of a Richard Dean Pueschel fights back tears as he talks about the night that
Mahaffey murdered Pueschel's parents and left him for dead, during a clemency hearing for
3-year-old, Jerry Nelson, who was murthe
pair
Tuesday
Oct.
15
in
Chicago.
dered in downstate Illinois by Douglas
Oaks, boy fri end of the child's mother, had tions to Ryan to grant clemency to the
marathon of hearings that offer little·time
to dri ve up to Chicago to appear before
particular inmate or not. Ryan can then
to produce significant findi ngs in all death
the panel and speak about the little boy's
either take their advice or throw it o ut and penalty cases is not going solve this
murder that happened I 0 years ago. " I
make the decision for himself. Ryan has
state's capital punishment issues.
don 't think any of us should have to be
Hearings like this bring out·another
said, however, that if so much as one case
here. Jerry will not be back, so why
of a defendant is determined to be a
issue at hand: extreme animosity. Last
should [Oaks] get another chance?"
wrongful conviction, he would issue a
week's hearings were full of emotions and
Preston Lemaire Jr., Ne lson's father,
blanket clemency-demency to all
not enough fact. Heart-wrenching testiasked the panel.
inmates, which would overturn all the
mony was given by sobbing victims and
He is absolutely right. These hearings death penalty cases.
family members as they asked for petitions to be denied. Prosecutors and
are doing nothing other than causing furWhat is so upsetting about this is the
ther animosity and forcing victims' famiidea that Ryan is putting all of these peostate 's attorneys from various counties
lies into a vivid reliving of crimes this
ple through the agony of reliving these
have stated their contempt for the idea
state has tried to put in its past.
crimes while considering a blanket
,
and the purpose of these hearings.
Gov. Ryan is correct in saying that the
In Springfield, the hearings reacl\ed an
clemency. If Ryan has any plans to issue
death penalty has flaws and that innocent
such a clemency he should do so, not at
emotional peak in a case involving a man
men may sit on death row, but these hearthe expense of the victims and family
convicted of killing six people in 1993.
ings are an outrage.
members.
Peoria County State's Attorney Kevin
The hearings consist of a state's attorProsecutors are fuming over the possiLyons said this man deserves " not a sinney presenting his/her 30-minute case
bility of a blanket c lemency and thejr
gle molecule of mercy." He also said " If
before a prison review panel- the same
anger is not unwarranted.
there is a hell that is nothing but fire and
panel that made recommendations to
eternal damnation of the soul, then hell
" If in faci the governor has his mind
Ryan about an overhaul to the capital
made up and plans to grant clemency on a should be the home of (defendant] Joseph
punishment system in Illinois in the first
wholesale basis to the death row defenMiller."
place. A state's attorney must remake the
dants. .. he should have the decency to
The emotional suffering and spectaclecase it bro ught against a defendant in its
cancel the hearings and spare the victims'
like atmosphere be ing brought about by
30-minute time slot and the de fen se must
fami lies the trauma of reli ving the ir tragic the hearings outweigh the little good that
then present all of its evidence as to why
and violent losses again," Cook County
may come of them. If Ryan truly wants
the death penalty should be eliminated in
State's Attorney Dick Devine said last
to make a difference he will end these
the case. The panel then reviews what
week.
hearings and start considering the cases
was presented, the statements by the attorRyan cou ld have also avoided this
that deserve a second look, and he will do
neys and the victims and fam ily members
debac le by looking at individual cases
so in more than an hour's time.
and then make confidential recommendathat seriously warrant a second look. A
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"Ben Franklin. I had the
cape, the knic kers and a
good wig."

"A witch. I had to make
my costume every year and
this was the cheapest."

Lee Kitzis
Junior/Journalism
"I was Walter Payton one
year. I had his uni form and a
helmet."
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for it."
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'59
Peter Sch.lesinger is an IStime Emmy award winner.
His career has spanned work
as program director at KCOP,
executive producer of 15
Broadway show specials,
executive producer of
Disneyland specials and
executive producer of Live
Concerts from the Hollywood
Bowl. He has also served as
Governor of the Academy of
Arts and Sciences.

'75
Karen Mordue moved to Las Vegas in 1998. She
recently joined other Ne~ada alumni at a dinner
organized by alumna Rita Hawn-Muldoon (see
alumni notes '97). In addition to being able to
wear·short sleeves in December, Karen is the
regional marketing director for ConAm
Management Corp., a real estate investment and
management firm that specializes in apartment
communities. Karen oversees marketing and PR
for 36 communities in and around the valley Las
Vegas. She.added that she also helps train 350
associates of the company and is adj unct faculty
at the University of Phoenix's Las Vegas campus.
(All of which fulfills the teacher in her, after
teaching fo r 15 years in the Radio and Sound
Department at Columbia).

'79
Jeanne Uzdawinis owns and manages the cozy
Cafe Selmarie at 4729 N. Lincoln Ave. in
Chicago. She also makes scrumptious wedding
cakes to order, including Raspberry Marzipan
Torte, Lemon Custard Torte and Chocolate
Hazelnut Cake.

'83
Rosalind Baker was recently spotted with a talking giraffe in a national ad campaign for Toys "R"
Us.
Frank Diaz is the technology and telecom
·reporter for Caribbean Business, the leading business and financial newspaper in Puerto Rico and
the Caribbean, which is published weekly out of
San Juan.
C. Blake Powers is director of outreach for
NASA's Space Product Development Program.
Last May he spoke on space commercialization at
the 23rd International Symposium on Space
Technology and Science in Matsue, Japan.

'86
Ten years after graduating Warren Township High
School, recording artist Joan Hammel was
inducted into its Hall of Fame. Joan is a member
of the Columbia College Alumni Advisory
Council. She has performed at the Olympics in
Salt Lake City and at a special August mass for
Cardinal George at Holy Name Cathedral. She is
leader of her 10-piece band, Park Avenue.

College in South Korea; taught
communications for the U.S. Navy
on various deployed vessels; completed his first 'novel Hi 's Cool and
a collection of poetry 7iesse el Air; chaired panels
and presented papers; published travel articles;
joined Nevada's NPR staff at KNPR; and finally
is producing a CD-ROM of Sky a collection of
poetry he composed while in residence on the
Korean Peninsula.

'87 .
Former photography major Jim Zielinski is a
senior game designer with Incredible
Technologies in Arlington Heights, Ill. He specializes in designing video golf courses. Zielinski
was recently interviewed for the Chicago
Tribune's "On the Job" section. Although he has
designed all the virtual .holes and golf courses for
games like Golden Tee Fore! , Jim said he:s lucky
to break I 00 in real I ife.

'88
Jay Bonansinga's novel The Killer Game is
being made into a movie that will star Wesley
Snipes as a burned-out assassin who takes a hit
out on himself.

'89 & '90
Film-Video grads Joel Goodman and Michael
Ojeda have produced their first full-length
motion picture,entitled Lana's Rain. The film tells
the explosive tale of a Balkan brother and sister
forced to survive on the fringes of contemporary
Chicago. The film debuts this month as the only
Chicago-made movie at the Chicago International
Film Festival. It was shot on two continents in
two languages, using 78 locations over three
years.
C urt C hiarelli designed and executed the stopmotion animation model of the character Goro
from the original video games Mortal Kombat I
and II. He has also done exhibit design for the
John G Shedd Aquarium in Chicago and the
North Carolina Museum of the Natural Sciences,
in addition to model fabrication, design and art
direction. He recently purchased a home and studio in the San Francisco Bay area. Curt is also
fascinated with paleontology and dinosaurs, and
his sculptures reconstructing prehistoric lifeforms
are exclusively represented by the Los Angelesbased gallery, American Therapod.

'90
Genndy Tartakovsky was Emmy nominated for
producing, writing and directing the Outstanding
Animated Program "Trilogy" for "Samurai Jack,"
a show.that appears on Cartoon Network. Genndy
also got lots of ink (seven pages) when he was
featured in the May 27 issue of The New Yorker.
Genndy is also the creator of the popular Cartoon
Netwo cartoon "Dexter's Laboratory."
Marc Selz brought his indie film Short Cut Road
to a sold-out crowd at the North Shore Center for
the Performing Arts last July.

Mita Saldana owns Against the Grain Center for
Book Arts, located in the Old Town district of
Albuquerque, N.M. Saldana said her mission is to
provide a fully rounded book-arts space that
includes classes in bookmaking and binding techniques. Against the Grain sells everything one
Since migrating to the desert nearly nine years
ago, Adam Carriere has been busy with his writ- needs to make his or her own books and has also
ing career. He's put to.g ether a pilot bilingual mul- ·become a meeting space for Libros: The New
Mexico Arts Guild. Saldana graduated from the
timedia creative writing program at Taegu Future

13

Book and Paper Arts Department.
Jeanette Christensen got her second Emmy
nomination for picture editing for nonfiction programming (single or multicamera) for the
"Survivor: Marquesas" episode "Two Peas in a
Pod."
Kavita Vazirani is the national senior director of
media services for Comcast Cable
Communications in Philadelphia, Pa.

'90 & '91
Bob Teitel and George Tillman's Barbershop
was screened on Sept. 9 at a special event hosted
by Columbia, the Burnham Plaza Theatre and
Gioco Restaurant. The blockbuster hit was No.I
at the box office for two weeks after its Sept. 13
national release. The film, which was shot in
Chicago, cos·t $11 million to make and its rev·enues have now surpassed $65 million. Alumna
Kristen Johnson's father, John Gaski (a beauty
shop supplier), donated the chair used in the
movie to Columbia. It will be auctioned off at a
future date to benefit the Alumni Scholarship
Fund.
Linda Dorman, an Alumni Advisory Council
member, and partner Tom Torluemke, celebrated
the October opening of their joint venture, Uncle
Freddy's Gallery, the first gallery in Hammond,
Ind. Among the premier exhibits is Dorinan's
work entitled "Seeing is Believing," a series of
I 00 photographic portraits of individuals from
Northwest Indiana who choose to live their lives
with art.

'93
Mike Harrigan is finishing up his movie, The
Least Likely Candidate, the story of former maintenance man and Santa Monica mayoral hopeful
Gary Fitch and his wacky "dream team": Glory, a
former high-priced call girl; Foster Edwards III, a
homeless buddy; and gay delivery boy Shane
Martinez.

'94
Cece DeStefano won an Emmy for Outstanding
Art Direction, single-camera series for "Truth Be
Told," the "Alias" pilot for ABCfrouchstone
Television.
Jason Drake is a wrestling website columnist.
Check him out at www.3strandwrestling.com
Lidia Varesco exhibited her artist books at
Around the Coyote Festival in September.
Jill Urchak works for Shadow Traffic. You can
hear her reports on WBBM-AM, WSCR-AM,
WBVS-FM and WKRS-AM. She's also doing a
local TV show called "Casino Television."

'95

Arts and entertainment management graduate
Vincent Williams is founder and president of the
Black Theater Alliance Awards, Inc.
Mike O'Reilly is working with his friend Bela
Lugosi Jr. on the first two volumes of Bela Lugosi
Presents, a DVD series that will archive the
Hungarian actor's films. Mike is restoring
movie art and family photos, which are included
in the series. O'Reilly is also remastering most of
Lugosi's public domain films.

Continued on Page 14
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'95
Rita Smolyansky's Krasno art ga llery opened its
doors on Sept. 28. Krasno, located at 2320 N.
Damen Ave., 2nd noor, is commiued to advancing
the work of Russian artists. Rita told us,
··c olumbia's staff gave me the courage to pursue
my li fe-long dream." To view exhibiting artists, go
to www.krasnoga llery.com
.I a lene Szuba produced The Secret (see Melinda

Ro cnisch ' 0 I below for more info). Before that,
she worked as production coordinator on the narrati ve short Becoming Blond, which won awards
and recognition at numerous film festivals and is
now internationall y distributed by Big Fil m
Shorts. In 1997, Ja lene trave led to Dharamsa la,
India, to meet with the Minister of Educati on for
the Tibetan Government in Ex ile and documented
children at Tibetan schools and nuns at two area
nunneries. The Tibetan government has invited her
to produce a documentary-currently in developme nt- about the Tibetan nuns, which will record
the nuns' transition into modern ways.

'96
Rich Silverman is a screenwriter and professional
neurotic who currently reads scripts for Beacon
Pictures.
•
Fred Pienkos attended the Emmys w ith the visual
effects company he's worked at for nine years,
Eden FX. Fred is a supervising artist and was
nominated for work on the episode of Enterprise
named " Breaking the Ice." Fred said the experience was great:
"Paramount sent limos to pick us up, the whole
red carpet experience, and a great night at the
Shrine Auditorium. The nominations are 75 percent of the honor, winning is j ust the icing on the
cake."

'97
Lana Fertelmeister is the owne r of Lana, a boutique located on Chicago's Magnifi cent Mile.
Lana features culling-edge designers and unique
fashions. As a dean's-list graduate with a conce ntration in fas hion business and public relations,
Lana kicked off her career as the youngest director
of Marketing for Bigsby and Kruthers. Post B&K,
Lana started her own high-end c lothing line sold
at Nordstrom 's and opened boutiques nationwide.
Now high-energy Lana is concentrating on
expanding her store and starting a jewelry line.
Freelance photographer C arrie Maginn has been
travell ing around the world- mainly Europe and
Asia. She plans to move to Scotland and is looking to network with a lumni there and in other
U.K. countries. Carrie graduated Col umbia with
ho nors and won awards for her series of color
photographs entitled "Lyri cs of a Pregnant
Woman."
When we last reported on recordi ng artist and
Alumni Advisory Council member Reggie
Benjamin, h.is song "f lurry Up" was No. I in
India. It\ now No. I in 15 countries. Nex t up f(lr
l<eggie is a new video he \ filming at Gracc la nd .
Hila Hawn- Muldoon organized Columbia's
'>eptembcr 21J(J2 La\ Vega\ reunion. She's been in
Vegas four year~. and during the last two has writlen feature entertainment article~ for the Valley
f .x plorer. She'~ iulerviewed Steven R. Sehirripu
lflubby llaccalaJ of IIIlO's " Sopranos"; covered
I he ( 'inc Vegaq l'ilrn Fc~tival a, well a~ the open-

ing of Second City at the Flamingo a nd various
other media parties. She is also involved in the
poetry scene; her work won third place in and was
published in the City Life Newspaper's First
Annual Literary issue. She has also been published in The Strip, a publication handed out on
the strip by local poets. She was twice featu red in
The Columbia Poetry Review and was its co-editor in 1997. She is a sponsor for Vegas a lumni and
would love to hear from anyone coming out that
way. E-mail Rita at 13silver13@msn.com.

FilmNideo graduate Adam R ehmeie r is the second unit director on Northfork, which is scheduled to be released later this year. The fil m is
d irected by Mark and Michael Polish and features
Nick Nolte, James Wood, Daryl Hannah, Anthony
Edwards and Peter Coyote.

'98

Da niel C uster is a freelance graphic designer and
visual effect artist in LA. He has created graphics
fo r documentaries on A&E, The History Channel,
CNN and The Weather Channel.

Mark Newbauer is producing Fish in a Barrel
starring comedian Andy Dick (another Columb ia
al umnus), through his production company Mike
the Pike Films. The filming commences April and
May 2003, in Sylvan Lake and Rome C ity, Ind.
Fish in a Barrel is a fish story about "gambling,
true love a nd the wonders of microsurgery."

'99 '
Fil mN ideo grad C had Rohrback was Jude Law's
personal assistant on Road to Perdition. Rohrback
spe nt two months showi ng Law and his fam ily the
Chicago sights, whic h inc lud.e d taking in a Cubs
game and visiting the museums. Chad said Law
"couldn' t have been a nicer person." He even got
his own water. Rohrback is currently worki ng in a
Chicago post-production house and as an independent filmmaker plans to film his next project- a
digital video-around his hometown of
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Corey Trotter's c hildren 's short, The Cookie
Bandit, premiers at the Chicago International Film
Festival on Oct. 25. Trotter snagged two Aurora
Awards: one for Bandit and the other for a commercial he produced as an intern in Seattl e.
Dave McQuillen (MFA, FilmNideo) is producer,
editor and post-production supervisor on The
Secret, a feature-length film opening in Chicago,
Oct. 25. Dave has edited a range of films and
commercials, as well as TV programs for the
History Channe l and the A&E network. His di rectorial debut, the 16mm na rrative short The
Materialists won many honors, including a Gold
Medal at the 1999 Worldfest (Houston) and Best
Screenplay at the 1999 Rhode Island International
Film Festival. It had its TV debut th is year on the
Science Fiction Channel.

'00
C. Bryce Fuller is a screenwrite r and freelance
story edi tor for various production companies,
including Barbershop producers Tillman and
Teitel's State Street Pictures at ·Fox 2000.
Navid Mcllhargey is an executive at Revolution
Studios, where he has developed films from
Tomcats to XXX.
Cast ing agent Sarah Sch roeder has joined a new
TV talent company, the Los Angeles-based
Thruline.
Ficti on Writing grad (master's program) Michucl
Black published his debut novel, A Killing Frost,
published by Five Star. Olaek has worked fo r 25
years as a po lice o ffi cer and SWAT team leader in
Chicago's so uth suburbs. I lc brings thut experience to the characte r of Ron Shade, a down and
out private eye whose li1te changes whe n an o ld
friend appears wi th a mysterious case. Writer Suru
l'aretsky said, " Ron Shade is a great nddition tn
the world of pri vnte eyes."

Paige Weissma n is -audience producer for "The
Jenny Jones Show."

'01

C h ristopher Roach is a production assistant fo r
Chain Camera Pictures, a compa ny that makes
documentaries for HBO's "American Undercover"
series. He is also working on his movies for
Distingui shed Rascals.
Joseph Ulrey is a reporter a nd weather anchor at
NBC a ffi liate WBOY-TV, in West Virginia.
Jennifer Kelly is marketing ass istant and publicity coordinator for Clear Channel Entertainment.
Melinda R oenisch (MFA, FilmN ideo) wrote,
directed and produced The Secret, the story of the
Ukrainian-American Dobrovich family and the
secrets that drive their behavior (and each other)
crazy. When G reat-Aunt Daria makes an unexpected visit from the old country, the family order
is turned upside-down and the secrets slowly and
humorous ly come tumbling out. The film premiers
in Chicago on Friday, Oct. 25 at the Davis
Theater, 4614 N. Lincoln Ave. So far, it has taken
Best feature awards at the Flickapalooza Film
Festival, the Moondance International Film
Festival, the Rhode Island International Film
Festival and the Marco Island Film Festival- in
addition to other national and international notable
mentions.

'02
Erica Trocchio won the crown in {he Miss !talia
USA pageant, held in Chicago on July 13. Erica
graduated Columbia with a degree in broadcast
journalism and aims to be a news anchor.
Journalism grad and Alumni Advisory Council
member Ka ren Arm ijo is also an accomplished
chef. The energetic Arrnijo has whipped up specialities for Oprah Winfrey, Mexican President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari and the Rand McNally
Fami ly, j ust to name a few. She was a lso a contributor to Back to the Table, a cookbook penned
by Oprah's che f Art Smith.

In Memoriam '75
Painter, fiction write r and lifelong Hyde Park resident David Fried m a n died this last August.
Randy Albers, cha ir of the Fiction Writing
Department, said, " David was a great friend of the
departme nt and we are deeply saddened by his
loss." The Friedman fami ly designated the Fiction
Writ ing Department as the benefactor of contributions for a scholarship fund in David's memory.
The fund will award an nnnua l pri ze to the best
story in Columbia's award-wi nn ing 1/airTrig,_~cr.
Contributions to the David Friedman Memorial
Fund cnn be sent to Columbia nllege hicago,
600 S. Michignn Ave., C'hicngo, IL 60605, Attn:
Dnvi d Friedmnn Memorial Fund.
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Moore puts gun culture in cross hairs
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
Don't expect a rousing media blitz for
Bowling for Columbine, even though the
film garnered a I 3-minute standing ovation at this year's Cannes Fil m Fest ival.
Don't expect to see the film's producer,
director and writer M ichae l Moore on network television either.
And don't keep an eye out for the 30foot billboards along the Edens heralding
Columbine's critical acclaim .
Bowling for Columbine, re leased in
Ch icago th is week, is an utter pleasure to
view, but it will not likely collect attention
from mainstream media. According to
Moore, even though his most recent book ,
Stupid White Men, remains on The New
York Times Best-Seller List after 30
weeks, he has been on on ly two network
programs to d iscuss its success.
The reason for such ignorance is palpable
to those fami liar with Moore's works. I leis
extreme, to say the least. I Je is anti-bigbusiness, pro-gun control, anti-Bush, proworking-man, anti -Democrat and ant iRepublican. He prides himself on his bluecollar roots. He has been called a communist and anti-American. In other words,
Michae l Moore is ill-fined for, say,
"Entertainment Tonight." And so is his film.
In the trad ition of Moore's earlier pragmatic documentaries Roger and Me and
The Big One, Bowling for Columbine
exl!Jllines the social paradigm of one sect
,9f'fociety- in this case, gun owners-and
its effects on us as a whole.
, typical Moore fashion, however,
firearms are only one part of a larger picture:
an image of a bourgeois nation run amok,
with citizens terrified of their own neighbors
~.suburban high sch~~~containi ng
the.r pent-up frustrations only to reson to
yiolence. In all , Americans are a paranoid
group-a paranoid gro up with millions of
.firearms. With expen style, Moore weaves
together this and the eve nts of 9/ 1I ,
Columbine, the Oklahoma City bombing
;md the med.ia 's hunger for mak ing docile
situations-like the Southwest's invasion of
killer bees in I998-seem life-threatening.
But the brunt of the picture scrutinizes
American firearm owners. Seventy million
Americans own at least one gun; firearms

Photo Courtesy of Oog Eat Oog Films

Columbine survivor Mike Taylor and director Michael Moore in ' Bowling for Columbine,' in limited release this week.
kill 35,000 people annually in the U.S.
home's Canadian inhabitants who likewise "ethnics."
Comparatively, Canada-with less than find the notion of latching their doors in
Such cloaked language engages Moore
10 percent the population of the United the middle of the day unimaginable.
to chal lenge Heston's blatant bias, a
States-has 30 times fewer guns and has
" Well," said Moore in response to one proposit ion Heston does not take lightly.
almost half the rate of homicides the open door, "thanks for not shooting me."
l-Ie storms out of the interview, leaving
United States does, according to the
As for Americans, Moore checked in Moore confused and alone in Heston's
Canadian Firearms Centre.
with the venerable Charlton Heston, the colossal mansion.
Armed with these slats, Moore's foray president of the
Nationa l R ifle
Leav ing Heston's estate, Moore leaves a
Witho ut announcement, photo of a girl killed by a stray bullet in
into Canadian gun culture is the fi nest seg- Assoc iat ion.
ment of the film . In Windsor-a stone's Moore showed up at Heston's Beverly Moore's hometown of Flint, Mich.
throw across the Detroit River from the Hills estate to discuss the intricacies of
Witho ut knowing it, Moore proves hi s
Motor City-locals admit, to the aston- American fi rearm psycho logy.
poi nt .
ished Moore, that they don' t regularly Jock
In the confines of his den-<omplete with
Such is the success of Bowling for
their doors.
The Ten Commandments movie posters- Columbine.
" Why?" responded one woman, at a I leston concurs the country's obsession with
Another scene that delivers perfect ly on
screen is Moore's grandstanding of two
neighborhood pub. " What do I have to be firearms is due in pan to our past.
" [Americans] have a history of violence, Columbine surv ivors. Moore brought the
afraid of""
Of course, the rhetorical answer is lucid. perhaps more . than most countries," two young men---Qne confi ned in a wheeiCanucks simply don' t kill one another Heston said.
chair and the other suffering from brain
with guns -hence their paranoia is at least
Of course, to Moore such logic is non- damage-to Kman's Troy, Mich . headsense-Germany killed millions of Jews; quaners to "return" the ammunition still
subdued, or so Moore makes you be lieve.
To prove the po int, Moore checks the the British owned thousands of slaves in trapped in their bodies. The gunmen in the
stats. House after Canadian ho use, he the ir occ upation of dozens of territories.
1999 shooting in Littleton , Colo. bought
encounters unlocked front doors. In one
With that, Heston attributed American's
case, to his chagrin, Moore encounters a fascinat ion with firearms to, of all things,
See Moore, page 26

MTV's reality shows not so real
By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
Several hundred young adults lined up in the early
morning hours on Saturday, Oct. 12 for a chance at a coveted spot on MTV's "The Real World" and " Road Rules"
reality series. Each person came with applicat ion and picture in hand, dreaming of li vi ng in Paris or visi ting the
South Seas (where "The Real World" and " Road Rules"
are bei ng held next season respective ly). And shamefully,
1 was one of them.
According to Bunim-Murray Productions' (the shows'
creators) website, . an estimated 15,000 people were
expected to show up to the open casting calls. That is in
addition to the more than 30,000 tapes they expected to
receive. That means there will be 13 people (seven for
"The Real World" and six fo r "Road Rules") chosen and
44,987 people turned away and left to watch next season.
That's o nly a .03 percent chance of being on the show.
With such poor odds of being chosen, why would anyone
want to try o ut?
Nisha Mkrd ichian, 20, of Chicago said, " I want to be
famo us. I want to get my name out to agents."
" I want to be exposed. I'm a performer," said Chris
Casti llo, 23, of Rolling Meadows, Ill.
Chicagoan S haneen Murray, who at 27 is three years
past the show's age cutoff, said, " I th ink it would just be a
good chance. I'm looking fo r stardom, so why not continue here?"

Me? 1 don't have a burning desire to be famous. And I
cenainly wo uld n't really want my privacy invaded as they
do on the shows. I can't even say I'd go if I were asked.
Mostly, I just try out to see how far I' ll get. I've n~ver
gone beyond the open call but I always have a fun lime
dreaming about Jivi ng in the cool " Real World" loc~l es.
Once inside the White Star Lounge, 225 W. O ntariO St.,
those auditioning were separated into to groups of I 5 to 20.
Each group was Jed to a different room or section of the

club, where they met with a casting director from the show.
By the time I was able to get inside, my group had o nly
five to I 0 minutes to meet the casting directors and convince them to call us back. First, we played a game in which
we tried to describe the person sitting to our right. Perhaps
this game was to get a sense of how q uickly we might jump
to conclusions about the appearance of our housemates.
We were then told to introduce ourselves and say one
interest ing thing about us- to basically sum up in one
sentence why we should be on the show. This was not
easy to do in a group of strangers, but if you made it onto
the show you'd be showing much more to the world.
Finally, before we left we were asked which show we
would rather be on and why. I think this was the moment
where I rea lly shined. After I answered, the casting director, a warm, pretty blond woman with a big smile, nodded
at me. She seemed to have really enjoyed my answer.
I admit I secretly hoped that her nod was a sign that I was
going to Paris. I thought maybe she saw in me that spark that
they' re looking for. As of press time, I have not received
word from MTV about when my flight leaves for Paris.
What exactly are they looking for in cast members?
Bun im Murray Productions claims not to be look ing for any
set stereotypes or looks. They give no criteria about what
they want, but everyone I talked to was sure they had it.
Matt hew McGoug h, 20, of Detroit, said, " I can just go
on and on. I'd be perfect for the show because I'd give it
something new. I'd give the show the bitchy feeling that I
th ink it needs."
" I just stand out. I'd bring a cenain energy to 'The Real
World' and I can make anybody love me," said Roland
Nightengale, 20, of Wi lmington, Ill. Nightengale brought a
homemade s ign that read, " I'm a 20 year old [sic] virgin:
Help!"
"My name is unique. They haven't had someone with
my name on yet and I think that's imponant." Mkrdichian
said. "Personality-wise too. I think I'm outgoing. Most of
the people they have had on are real lames [sic]."

Honestly, I don't think I would ever be asked o n the
show. Based on recent female cast members, I just don't
see how I would fi t the pan . I am not innocent, not codependent, not sufferi ng from an eating d isorder and I' m not
curious about my sexuality. It's really no wonder I've
never been called back. I'm entirely too secure in myself
and issue-free to be on o ne of these shows. I' m too busy
getting my life together in the real world to be on "The
Real World."

K. Ryann Zalewsk~ChroniCie

Roland Nightengale pleads his case to MTV's 'The Real
World' and 'Road Rules' casting directors at the open call
on Saturday, Oct. 12.
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Memoirs come too late for Ambrose 'Reel Big'
0
American historian dies from lung cancer at 66
Fire
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor

It's disheartening to think Dr.
Stephen Ambrose-author of
more than 20 books--<:ame so
close to exoneration. When the
best-selling author died Oct. 13
in New Orleans at age 66,
Ambrose was just weeks away
from the release of his memoirs,
To
America:
Personal
Reflections of an Historian.
The book stands a chance of
vi ndicating Ambrose--<:learing
any rumors of plagiarism that
bruised his reputation.
Early last year, Ambrose was
caught in the figh t of his professional and private career.
Ambrose was diagnosed with
lung cancer, the ailment that
would claim his li fe less than
six months later. Even more
heartbreaking, the veteran historian was also accused of plagiarism, a deplorable sin in the
world of literature and academe.
'The firestorm came to light
after some readers found that
certain excerpts of Ambrose's
newest text, The Wild Blue,
closely mirrored passages from
other so urces.
The book
glimpses into the peril of
American B-52 bomber pilots
during World War II and, in particular, that of former U.S. Sen.
George McGovern.
It seems portions of Wild Blue
were taken from third-party
sources without proper documentation-or quote marks.
Although Ambrose made copious footnotes of his sources in
his texts (Wild Blue listed 19
sources), in some instances he
failed to note which sources
were used where. This lack of
documentation led readers to
believe some of the prose
Ambrose recycled from other
sources was his own. ln a
released statement, Ambrose

said his lack of quote marks was
merely an unintended oversight,
comparing his misdeed to
" inadequate attribution."
And thus began the deluge of
accusations. Critics-and fans
alike- began to find questionable passages in other of
Ambrose releases: Nothing
Like It In the World: The Men
Who Built the Transcontinental
Railroad (2000), Nixon (1991),
Citizen Soldiers ( 1997) and
Crazy Horse and Custer ( 1975).
Some even traced Ambrose's
plagiarism as far back as his
doctoral thes is from the
University of Wi sconsin in
1963.
ln every case, Ambrose
copied a passage verbatimexcept for a tinkering with modifiers- and passed it off as an
original work.
Did such blatant oversight
and deceit affect book sales?
Hardly. ·
When Ambrose announced
he would alter future editions of
Wild Blue to include sources,
book sales actually improved
and the text rose to the coveted
No. l slot on The New York
Times Best-Sellers List. To that
end, Ambrose refused to directly apologize and admitted no
malice on his pan.
It's that quality- a hardnosed, plain-speaking, straightto-the-point style-that many
students of American history
found refreshing and many in
academia found too casual for
serious readers.
Ambrose brought back a
missing element in the telling of
American history: first-person,
conversational narrative in the
artnals of this country. In The
Victors, for example, Ambrose
offers a look at Dwight D.
Eisenhower not in the oval
office, but as a general 20 years
before, ordering troops into the

Battle of the Bulge.
Dates, particulars
and troop movements are put on
the back burner.
The tales of the
men-or
"the
boys" as Ambrose
referred to themhumanize their stories and, therefore,
history itself.
This formulashying away from
textbook
manuscripts and cold
facts--<:ame
to
symbolize
Ambrose himself, a
man willing to look
at history's characters versus their
actions.
Other
authors
caught
on
to
Ambrose 's noncha- Stephen Ambrose
lant telling of U.S.
history.
NBC news anchor lades and a fan base of thouTom Brokaw's The Greatest sands, it's discouraging to think
Generation, released in 1998, the defining label ofAmbrosecapitalized on Ambrose's style a professor of history for
and engaged readers into taking decades- may be that of a plaanother look at those who lived giarist.
On Ambrose's website, he
through World War II.
In his twilight years, offers a few parting words with
Ambrose became the unofficial his biting honesty: "A friend
national historian. In fact, he once told me that I have an abilbecame almost trendy, if such a ity to give my readers a new set
thing is possible for a crusty his- of eyeglasses to look at a story
torian. He was a consultant to in a different and original way.
Steven Spielberg's Saving When that happens, l succeed as
Private Ryan in 1998 and a reg- a writer and a historian. Those
ular feature on The History glasses are gratefully built from
Charmel, "The Today Show," many sources, but the prism is
National Public Radio and PBS. my own creation."
Ambrose continued to gamer
But all is not lost. This
attention when he founded the November, laureates expect To
National D-Day Museum in America: Personal Reflections
New Orleans and was awarded of an Historian, Ambrose's last
the Distinguished Civi lian · work, to sail far above his early
Service Medal from the books. In good time, it should
Department of Defense in 2000. surely erase any flaws in the
With dozens of awards, top- collective
memory
of
selling books, presidential acco- Ambrose's enthusiasts.
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Ska band escapes blaze

By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
Cali fo rnia-based ska band Ree l
Big Fish escaped injury when its bus
caught fire at a Missouri truck stop
Oct. 12 .
During. a cross-country tour six
members of the group were as leep
aboard their tour bus when it broke
into fl ames early in the morning.
Three crewmembcrs were a lso o n the
bus.
The bus was parked at a Kingdo m
City, Mo. truck stop en route to the
gro up's Columbia, Mo. concert that
night.
Returning from breakfast, the bus
driver alerted the band and crew to
the smoke bill owing out of the bus.
A number of customers a lso reported
see ing smoke, according to fire offi c ial s.
Upon the band 's escape, flam es
engulfed the bus. Local firefighters
from t.he Central and North Call away
Fire Protection Districts battled the
fire fo r more than 30 minutes.
Central Callaway Fire Protection
District Capt. Mike Shrout said the
interior of the bus- incl ud ing the
storage compartments containing the
band's persona l belongings- s uffered heavy smoke damage.
As for the band members themsel ves, Capt. Shrout sa id they
seemed in good spirits after the initial shock wore off.
"They looked a little bit dazed at
fi rst," Shrout said in a telephone
interv iew with the Chronicle. "But
then, after they realized it, they were
laughing and joking."
The fire appeared to originate near
the bus's generator, "dead center on
the bus," according to Shrout.
With the band's equipment secured
sa fely in another vehicle, the band
was able to continue its tour without
altering the sched ul e.

The Vtlar Global
Fellowship brings
together exceptionally
talented students in
the performing arts
from around the world
to study at NYU and
work with world-class
·artists from prominent
New York City
institutions.
Fellows receive full
tuition and hc;msing
for two years of
graduate study.

For more information, visit

www. nyu .ed u/vi Iar/ grad
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Celebrity, sex and murder by tripod
o 'Auto Focus' director and Greg Kinnear talk about the new Bob Crane biopic
By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor
O n June 29, 1978, Bob
Crane, s ta r o f " ll ogan 's
Heroes," was found b ludgeoned to death in hi s
Ari zona mote l room . It was a
tragic, yet a ll -too-famili a r,
end for the radio di sc-jockeyturned-actor.
Crane was once one of
Ame rica's best-loved televis ion stars. " Hoga n's Heroes,"
a comedy based in a World
War II prisoner- of-war camp,
was the top-rated new s how
w he n it prcm ie rcd on Sept.
17, 1965. and it continued to
earn high rat ings until its
cance llat ion in 1971.
Crane , however, didn't take
well to fame. His pass ion fo r
women and photography
increased o nce he was constantly surrounded by adoring female fa ns and followed
arou nd by a v ideo technician
named John Carpenter (not to
be confused wit h John
Carpenter of Halloween
fame), whom he met on the
set of "Hogan's Heroes. " The
two nurtured a codependent
relationship, with Crane as
the attract ive draw and
Carpenter as the somewhat
bi-curious hanger-on.
Over time, Crane's once Hip swinger of dead ringer? Greg Khinear as Bob Crane In 'Auto Focus,' the latest ' 15-mlnuter bloplc.'
casua l a ffinity for erotic magazines turned into a fullperson, why a re yo u doing te m plative about his edgiest written by Robert Graysmith. on the outskirts of town is now
blown addict ion, which was these things that are making role.
And the movie, like the book, in a boutique on Main Streetfueled by his '60s-swin ge r you unhappy."
"A lot of the time, Schrader's leads one to believe that it's in Virgin Records, they
lifestyle. He eventua lly lost two
Auto Focus starts with movies have a character who is Carpenter, C rane's c losest have a whole section of hardwives and had a hard time find- Crane 's church-going fami ly- o n a s el f- destructive path," friend, murdered him after core DVDs ."
ing work. But that didn't faze man days, where hi s aspirations Kinnear sa id. "But usually, at C rane threatened to pull the
Auto Focus follows the trend
him. He followed the earl y to be a professional jazz drum- some point in the movie, they plug on their swinging routine. of what The New York Times '
Freudian theory that states sex- mer eventually lead to g igs at know it- they get it. Bob never In the film , the murderer cuts Lynn Hirschberg calls "ISual satisfac tion is the key to Ho ll ywood strip c lubs like gets it. His obliviousness to the the wires of Crane's recording minuter bio pics." The film is
happiness. In fact, Crane an d Salome's and the C lassic Cat. c ircumstances and what he 's equipment and then kills him even produced by Scott
Carpenter had a motto: "A day A nd a lthough Crane didn't going through was a n aspect of with the camera's tripod.
Alexander
and
Larry
without sex is a day wasted."
drink, this was a rec ipe for dis- the character I thought was
(Carpe nter was put on trial in Karaszewski, the men behind
It was this se lf-absorbe d aste r, as it combined his two really interesting."
I 994 and acquitted of all Ed Wood, The People vs. Larry
mind set
that
attracte d biggest passions: jazz and
Sc hrader, who was s tudying charges . He died in 1998 at the Flynt and Man on the Moon.
writer/ director Paul Schrader, naked women. Crane began to to become a Calvinis t minister age of 70.)
The film gives a stylish and
whose character studies often hang out with Car penter until he became enamored with
The story of Bob Crane is c lear-eyed look at the life of
concern marginal individuals (W illem Dafoe) more and film, approac hes Auto Focus unique to the late '60s and Crane.
(see Affliction, for example). more , seduced not only by the with a so rt o f phil osophical '70s; now adays movie stars
Kinnear, the host of E!'s
His new fil m Auto Focus easy access to ex hibitioni s t mediati o n, neither condemning can' t vi s it a prostitute without "Talk Soup" from ' 9 3 to ' 95,
explores Cra ne 's dic hotomy.
women, but al so by Carpe nter's nor g lamo rizing Crane's life .
making front-page news. And said " People only know Bob
The film 's s tar G reg Kinnear advanced v ideotape recorders .
He said, " Yo u see thi s you ng whi le . Hollywood has always thro ugh ' Hogan's Heroes.' I
said Crane " was a strange char" It starts with a w ink and a man coming out o f Bridgeport, g lorifie d vio lence and drug don ' t think anyone is aware o f
acter with incredible contrac- nod," Kinnear said, "but then Conn. that hustled hi s assuse, the topic of sex addiction his game show experiencestions-a sort of dual morality. s uddenl y the sex isn't funny who worked and created a remains taboo . But that 's and his 'E! True H o lly wood
On one hand he is th is family any more. As you watch the pro- career for himself, became a c hang ing, Schrader said.
Story.' And most of that is j ust
man, this g uy who cons iders gress ion of Bob, it gets darker big OJ and a TV star. And then,
" I think it's an evolving a s hady bar itone voice with a
himself a one-woman manand darker."
how he undermin ed and thing," he said. "The explosion coup le o f gra iny photographs
doe sn't like rock ' n' ro ll , doe sSchrader dubbed this tech- des troyed his career and repu- of pornography thro ugh the going [in Kinnear's best voicen ' t drink or do drugs. And yet nique the "accretion of clutter" tati o n, I do n' t [understand) . I Inte rnet has rea ll y changed over impress ion] ' But he washere he is li v ing this lascivious partiall y based on the messi- guess tha t's what makes him an peop le ' s perception of sex. n 't always the golden boy. "'
life and document ing liaisons ness of v ideo eq uipment wires interesting
c haracter- you What use d to be only available
with hundreds and hundreds of and that as Crane devo lves, so can't quite fi g ure it out; t here's
women."
to speak, so does everything room to explore. And you
Thi s is fami liar territory for e lse in the fi lm.
never answer a question li ke
Schrader, screenw riter of fi lms
"[I ) tried to create a s pectrum that, you jus t explo re it a bit."
like Taxi Driver and Raging across the board- in colors, set
T he film gets ex ceedingly
Bull and writer/director of des ign, props, hair, makeup, dark and seedy, but C rane
American Gigolo and Hardcore. film s tock, camera work, remains static, convinced his
" I've always been interested mus ic- so that toward the end, lifesty le was healthy, normal.
in people-us ually men- who yo u' re watc hing a d iffere nt In o ne later scene, Cra ne a nd
have counterproductive behav - movie than you were an hour Car pe nter masturbate next to
ior," Schrader said in a n inter- ago," Shrade r said.
e ac h othe r as they watch their
view late last s ummer at the
lie added, " It c reeps up o n homemade pornography.
Four Season s llo tel. "They you, like the form of any addic"Once you s tart to get a little
can't sec why they ' re not get - tive behav io r d ocs. You don ' t 'Oh I get it now' .. . it ' s not
ti ng what they want because decide to be an a lcoho lic t ime to let you off the hook ns
they' re doing somet hing .that overni g ht- it s neak s up on an au d ie nce," Kinnear said .
Deemed 'Cinom• Circuit,'
und ermine s it. This is a s taple you ."
"At that point fSc hrader f was
thlo HVon-tlor r•tlnll
1IINe OMit tl "'"'Ita,.
of psychoana lysis . Yo u try to
T he film goes from v ivid li ke 'OK. now you ' re unco meyetem relloe on tho
figure if you wa nt to be a happy Ca liforni a co lors and fluid fortable- we're getting somefollowlnll oomm•nde;
came ra motio ns accompa nied w he re ." '
A. ft..., INt.
by mus ic by The Four Tops and
After t wo Di s ney movie
AUTO
• .., .."",.,. tl .., " ' _
~~a. " .....~~~Hus
ter
Poi
ndex
ter
to
g
rainy,
llops
and
the
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du ll colo rs. s hak y camera " The Oob Crane S how" nfier
la.
movements and a score by o nly u few epi sodes , C rane
Ange lo Badalame nt i, frequent p urc hused a sc ript ca lled
1111"-Y-- ~ ..
~~~Now ...........
••,. tilt I"!Mtlo• -~~.
,.....
It ......
David Lync h collaborator.
/Jcl(inner :r Luck und hit the
K innear, who earned a n d lnncr- thcntc r c ircuit, which
Oscar nomination fo r hi s ro le in found h im In Scottsd a le, Ariz.
A.J Good A., It Get,,, pluys Cru nc in '78.
to the tee, as a " llk cnblc" Indies
The mo vie Is rout~h l y boscd
man ; he's h lp. but sort of Igno- on The Murder of Bob CratUJ,
rant At the pres• )unk ct th is 1n lnvcst lgR!I vc report and
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
A SPECIAL SCREENING!
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of
JACKASS THE MOVIE on Thursday, October 24th at the Pipers Alley Theater.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partner~, their agencies and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not elig ible.
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SR-71 return with edge
those songs on the first album
[were ] wriuen five years ago," Allan
said. "When you are on the road and
The
sou nd
of you arc see ing the world and you
Bal! imorc/Washington . D.C. rock- have all your emotions on 10 all the
ers SR-7 1 has matured since the time you tend to write preny mature
release of the 2000 debut Now You songs.''
Sec /mule. SR-7 1- set to release a
Speaking of the road, SR-71 spent
new album, Tomorrow on Oct. 22, much t ime there in support of Now
will play a low- dough Ch icago You See Inside, complete with a sucshow at the Park West on Oct. 28, cessful head lining run and a stint in
hope to soar newheights with the support of hair-rockers Bon Jo vi.
\'!any supporting acts go a whole
album.
With the departure of orig inal tour without meeting o r hanging out
drummer Dan Garvin. SR-71 now with the headliner, but A llan said
consists of singer/guitari st Mitc h that his band got a long well w ith Jon
Allan, guitari st Mark 13eauchemi n. Bon Jovi. " lie was more forthcombassist Jeff Reid and drummer John ing than half the people that are our
Allen and has brought a new sound age that we to ur with," Allan said.
"They took us o ut every night [to
to the table.
"It's two years late r, we had a strip clubs] and they a lways picked
chance to co-produce this a lbum. up the tab. They ' re just pretly
and we really made an altempt to grounded, they've been doing this
make the record sound li ke the band long be fore we have."
One of the things Allan sa id he
docs live," Allan said.
"The songs definitely arc much res pected most about Jon Bon Jov i
more mature because it's two years was that he wou ld actually come
later- and in some cases much down and greet the guys every
more than two because some of n ight. "Me and him got to be prclty

By Randy J. Klodz
Staff Writer

Photo by M•ke WanngiRCA Records

(From left to right) SR-71: Mark Beauchemin, John Allen, Mitch Allan and Jeff
Reid.

good friends," Allan said. He
explained: "Jon called me up, ' Hey
Mitch it's Jon,' and my first reaction
is 'It's John, my drummer ' so I'm
like, 'Hey what's up, dude, what are
you doing?' 'Oh. I'm hanging out,
w hy don't you come by the hotel
tonight and get some drinks?' And
then it hits me this isn't John Allen,
this is Jon Bon Jovi [I ask,] ' Where
you stayi ng at?' 'At the Fo ur
Seasons.' 'Of course you are."'
SR-7 1 gained a steady fan base
upon re leasing the pop-punk, hookladen hit s ingle " Right Now" in
2000-whose lyrics "Why yo u
always kick me when I'm high I
Knock me down till we see eye to
eye I Figured her out I know s he I
May not be M iss Right but she'll do
ri ght now" became the background
for summer barbecues and road
trips. The fans who latched onto the
fun sounds of Blink- 182 quickly
became fans of the catchy lyric s and
pop-rock sound of SR-71.
SR-71 still exhibits catchy choruses and thought-out lyrics on
Tomorrow , a ll aspects of which
seem to have harder edge to them .
The first single fro m Tomorrow, the
title track, has a more e lectronic and
heavier vibc to it-picture o ld
Stabbing Westward, but without the
ye lling and screaming.
The o nl y songs o n liJinorrow that
resemble anything off o f .Vow Yrm
See Imide arc "She Was Dead '' and
"Lucky," and that was done purposely.
''We wrote ~5 songs anci the rcason we put them on there is because
"e \~.anted people to know that we
ha ven't completely abandoned
whe re we were o n the last reco rd;
we have g row n," Allan said.
The short tour designed to promote the release of Tomorrow h its
Chicago, on Monday. Oct. 28. The
()101-spunsored show will be he ld
at the Park West , 322 W. Armitage
Ave. Tickets are only $1 .00, and
can
be
purchased
at
any
T ickctmaster outlet. For tour dates
or any ot her information on SR-7 1,
Visit ww\V.sr-7 1.net.

FRIDA
Frida is grueling. With artistic flare, director Julie
Taymor presents this biopic about the late Mexican
surrealist Frida Kahlo. But Taymor makes a woeful
error-she provides merely a recap of the artist's
life, surrendering the bulk of the filni toKahlo's husband, muralist Diego Rivera (Alfred Molina}.
Salma Hayek shines as Kahlo, but her physical
prowess and beauty cloud her performance.
That is not to say the film is fruitless. A stunning
fo nnula of shot compo.sition and speciat effects,
along with innovative ·segues (keep an eye out for
Kahlo and Rivera's trip to New York City), make
Frida palpable to an audience not yearning' for an indepth portrait of the artist herself. -Chris Coates
Run Time: 118 Minutes
Rated: R
Featuring: Salma Hayek, Alfred
Molina, Geoffrey Rush
Director: Julie Taymor

PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE
Those looking for. v intage Adam Sandler should
think twice about hitting Punch-Drunk Love, director Paul Thomas Anderson's latest release. That
might alSo be true for Anderson lovers as well.
The fi lm looks at the dismal life of Bany Egan
(Sandler), a lonely and frustrated small business
owner who can't seem to find anyone that truly
understands him. But, alas, a woman (Emily
Watson) enters his life and all is changed ... or is it?
Expect the usual Anderson-regulars Luis
Guzman and Philip Seymour Hoffman along with
the director's attempt at recreating the surreal mood
of his former films, Magnolia and Boogie Nights.
Artistically fulfilling, Punch-Drunk Love is bitterly funny in singular scenes--but ultimately it is
hollow at its core. This is due in part to Anderwn's
casting of Sandler who, when viewed in a noncomedic role, is all but impossible to take seriously.
-Chris Coares
Run Time: 91 Minutes
Rated: R
Featuring: Adam Sandler, Emily
Watson
Director: Paul Thomas Anderson

Emily
Watson and

Adam
Sandler in
'PunchDrunk

Love.'
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up
a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of PAID IN FULL
on Thursday, October 24th at the Webster Place Theater.

IThis film is rated "R." Aphoto 10 will be necessary for admittance. Aparent or legal guardian must accompany children under the age of 17.1
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No
purchase necessary. A photo ID will be necessary to receive a pass. Employees of all promotional
partners, their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25TH!
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Chanel makes waves; Valentino hits the safari
By Suzy Patterson
AP Fashion Writer

But it all turned out to be a nice homa:ge to an Andy
Warhol painting called "Camouflage" from 1986. It was
just a backdrop, not an all-pervading style.
There were jungle-desert flavors in the clothes-like a
The message from Chanel was clear: The summer is
well-fitted taupe jacket with cream linen pants. Pretty safari
all about fun in the sun.
Pink Chanel surfboards and giant kites with the com· jackets in sandy suede carne on with matching hot pants.
Some sparkly hot pants would be much better in Saint
pany's logo were the props for Karl Lagerfeld's grand
finale in Tuesday's ready-to-wear show for Chanel 's Tropez than in the bush, though a few military jackets
and c lassic cream suits with starry snaps on flaps and
2003 spring/summer line.
But the focus in this cheery and youthful show was, epaulettes could be worn to lunch at the Ritz.
But from the military details evolved the familiar
naturally, on what Chane I is better known for: its cloth·
Valentino cocktail-lounge elegance and chic.
ing and accessories.
The fashion-model surfers wore pink, gray or black
Abstract graffiti prints- and occasional multicolored
bikinis-as sexy and skimpy as you can get-with pave effects on pointillist style minis were right up there
floaty, transparent jackets. Teeny shorts or skirts with with crystal embroidery for the Valentino trademarks.
black-and-white Parisian motifs like cafe scenes and the They all invariably add up to glamour and good taste.
Eiffel Tower came out with lovely knit cotton sweaters.
Another desert king this season was Jean-Charles de
The show was held at the Carousel du Louvre before Castelbajac, who always injects witty fun into his
an audience of nearly 2,000 people, including film star c lothes, and often lets models carry teddy bears. This
Jeanne Moreau and Madame Claude Pompidou, widow time he showed safari sophisticates. There was a fun
white and black soft linen dress generously opened at the
of former French President Georges Pompidou.
For apres-beach, Lagerfeld offered a lot of flirtatious front, but not indecently so.
silky minis with little cardigans, looking good with moth·
Pedal pushers and two-piece denim outfits with skirts,
er-of-pearl trim. No matter how many new details he or good desert pantsuits in a c lassical vein, with nailhead
dreamed up, the ChaneI touch was a lmost always present. details could be very popular here.
Handkerchief skirts or dresses with butterfly sleeves in
Lean black-and-white gabardine/tweed pencil trouser
suits with very constricted jackets are more Karl than bright geographic prints are softly feminine offerings.
Coco. But flared cotton pants in beige with a small Fluid silk dresses or trouser o utfits are outstanding as
black jacket with a crepe de chine blouse might have printed with photographic scenes, including deserts and
trees, and prehistoric designs of horses and mammoths.
been more to her liking. .
A handsome pair of very wide chambray denim blue They are modem clothes with a back-to-the-cave wink.
Andrew GN, a Singapore designer who launched his
trousers falling from multiple pleats at the hip, and
own business in 1996, also had his day in the sun at the
wide-weave denim blue cardigan could be a hit.
Little black dresses and long, sophisticated chiffon Louvre 's Carousel. Influenced by his upbringing-his
gowns looked easy for evening.
father was a businessman, his mother wore custom-made
Small bits of chain mail decorating the outfits and clothes-he took up couture with enthusiasm.
chains draped with plastic badge-like discs featuri ng
This was a cheery collection, with much to commend
Chanel's logo were the outstanding new accessories- it. The looks back to the '60s were fun little shorts and
though some might prefer to accessorize the more tra· minis with a casual touch. Long lampshade flared s leeves
look good w ith the short skirts. The best touches were
Michel Euler/AP ditional Chane I way, with a strand of pearls.
Valentino took his audience on an e legant safari, the probably the silky Oriental styles: Blouses with mandarin
A model sports one of many designs by Karl Lagerfeld for
collars, decorated with floral or butterfly prints and
big Paris theme this season.
Chanel's Spring/Summer 2003 ready-to-wear collection In
Not more camouflage, groaned some in the audience. embroideries were perfect for the hot-colored satin skirts.
Paris, Oct. 8.

Moore
Continued from Page 19
much of their ammo from Kmart. Of course, Moore made
the event into a photo op, with dozens of local news crews
ready for the encounter. Much to Moore's surprise, Kmart
agreed to take ammunition off the shelves in a ll of their
stores. Score one for Moore.
But, with all of its wittiness and novelty, Bowling for
Columbine battles against the clock. In the two-hour-plus
film, Moore makes his point early and a good quarter of the
remaining picture acts as a soapbox for the filmmaker's
political agenda
Moore is also disturbingly utopian; relying on many of
the same scare tactics he says the media uses to convince
viewers of their country's place in the world.

The pluses for Bowling, however, far outweigh the
minuses. The piece is superiorly edited, with musical
interludes to offset scenes. His use of archival footagesuch as 1960s advertisements for toy rifles and videotapes
of gunshot victims from the nightly news-root the film
in realism . To expla in U.S. history, Moore uses a "South
Park"· like cartoop, which harkens back to "School House
Rocks" days of yore.
Part of Bowling for Columbine's quaintness- its cleverness-<:omes from Moore 's realization that he doesn't
necessarily have all of the answers.
At the Oct. 5 Chicago premiere, Moore cautioned audiences: "Some of this film may upset you--make you mad.
But we have to ask, what are we going to do when we
leave the theater?"
Maleah Moskoff, the Television Department's equipment manager, said Bowling promotes activism in young
aud iences.

I I

"We're such an important
group of people," MoskofT
BOWLING
loU
said. "We can try looking into FOR
1"11~
the U.S. and see what differ- COLUMBINE
ence we can make."
And perhaps that's what
Moore was going for.
"The antagonist in this film is
you," Moore said. "It's we. It's us."
In the end, Bowling is at its
center, rhetorical.
On its
fringes, Moore forces his audience to, at the very least, get
upset at the world we live in. " ' - - - - - - - - - - '
Conservatives beware.

'Bowling for Columbine· opened Oct. 18 in limited
release. For more information on 'Bowling for
Columbine,' contact www.bowlingforcolumbine.com.

(Pind your
rhythm.)
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Stairs
6 River of Pisa
10 Sharpen
14 Reader's card
15 Uuantily of
smoke
16 Bum
17 Self-imposed
absence
18 Lack of faith in
oneself
20 Vineyard
adjuncts
22 Machinery parts
23 Scottish loch
24 Simple bed
25 Easter item
28 Can opener
31 Roy's partner
32 Ghost's shout
33 Vicinities
34 Cars
35 Paddle
36 Ingenuity
37 Playwright Rice
38 Smooth-headed
39 Edgar Allan _
40 To the most
extreme degree
41 Inner courtyard
42 Pacino and Hirt
43 Oahu garlands
44 Go downhill
45 Little to a Scot
46 Exploit
47 Actress Teri
48 Lester's pickin'
partner
50 Living room
piece
54 Yankee No. 8
57 Incandescent
58 Dumbfounded
59 Italian
automaker
60 Crystal-lined
rock
61 Only just
62 Fling
63 Adlai's 1956
running mate
1
2
3
4

DOWN
Brood
Flagged vehicle
Yeats' isle
Cornmeal mush
dishes

27

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststrave l.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$.
Group Discounts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

5 Audio systems
6 Church parts

7 Regrets
8 Org. of Bears
9 Exhibiting bad
taste
the Bell
Tolls;;11 River
residences
12 Recede
13 Little fyke
19 Goes out w ith
21 Yahoo!, e.g.
24 P rovide food for
26 Net minder
27 Singer Lightloot
28 Papaya: var.
29 Baltimore player
30 "If I Had a
Hammer" singer
31 Writer
Alexandle
34 Caine film
37 D rill sergeant's
command
38 Curtains of
artillery fire

10 "For

Solutions
s
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40 Jacket copy
41 City south of
Kalamazoo
44 Gum quantify
47 Pesky insects
49 Assistant
50 Important times
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DIGITAL EDITOR WANTED: "The Big Fat Nude Hippo Show" is
seeking an individual who has an interest to learn how to ed it on
a digital editor, (Video Toaster). You'll simply need past
experience on a digital editor, be willing to work in a creative
environment and become a quick learner! Forward cover letter
and resume to: HIPPO VIDEO EDITOR - c/o Lossano
Entertainment- Sears Tower- P.O. Box 06167- Chicago, IL
60606-0167- or e-mail: Production@NudeHippo.comCurrently, there is no pay, just great experience & exposure!
Internet jobs.Earn cash surfing the web and reading
email.www.aabeka.ca.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260

M
3

~

s

Stain
Miner's quest
Merino mamas
Edible tuber
Be in debt to
Duran Duran
song

PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD TODAY! ONLY 25 CENTS PER
WORD WITH A $5 MINIMUM. CALL 312-344-7432 FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO .
A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of
THE GREY ZONE on Tuesday, October 22nd at the Esquire Theater.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary. A photo ID will be necessary to
receive a pass. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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EGG DONORS
NEEDED
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple
LUC RATIVE COMPENSATION for qualifie d individuals!

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of 20-30
• Complete ly anonymous

847.656.8733
•,'"I
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V

~
c

1

o

For More Information ·
emod : info@egg41 1 com

The C e nter for Egg Optrons lllmo tS, llC
ww w egg41 1 com

UGHTS....
CAMERA•••• ·

*

ACTION!
Tefevision, film and

* studio for rent

with all the goodies included!

auerbaeh@digilogelectronics.com

undergrolJo~S~Mif~n~2sement l:
Mon. -Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week,s specials:
Autumn Salad
Romaine with celery, apples, pecan chicken

&

apple honey dressing

Potato Bacon Chowder
Served in a bread bowl with cheddar cheese & green onions

Hot Turkey Sandwich
Served with mashed potatoes, gravy and vegetable

$3.50

$3.50

$4.00

.Soups:
Monday - Cheddar Broccoli. Tuesday - French Market.
Wednesday - Cream of Mushroom. Thursday - Tomato Vegetab

"

30
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~

aniJ..; Notes
Owens fined-but not for
autograph celebration
San Francisco 49ers wide rece iver Terrell
Owens was fined $5,000 by the NFL because
his shirttail was not tucked in during last
Monday night's win over the Seattle Sea hawks.
After scoring a touchdown, Owens pulled a pen .
fro m his sock, autographed the ball and gave it
to his fina ncia l adviser who was sitting in the
front row. The NFL said that they would not
punish him for the incident, but they might do so
should it happen again.

Stolen Stanley Cup ring
found at auction
A 1967 Stanley Cup ring , which belonged to
former Toronto Maple Leaf Tim Horton, was
recovered at an auction in Toronto. The ring,
said to be valued at $35,000, was believed to
be stolen and sold to a pawnshop for a fraction
of the price. Horton, who played on four Stanley
Cup championship teams with the Maple Leafs
in the 1960s, died in a car accident in 1974.
His widow, Delores Horton, reported the ring
m issing in 1998 and police charged her exboyfriend with stealing it. She d ied two months
before the trial took place. Police believe the
ring was sold to the pawnshop for $500. Police
took the ring from Waddington's Auctioneers
and Appraisers and returned it to the Horton
family.

Mailman might stop
delivering after season
Utah Jazz power forward Karl Malone said
that he is thinking about retiring at the end of
this season. The 39-year-old Malone is entering his 18th season, all of which have been with
the Jazz. He is a 14-time all-star, two-time MVP
and the NBA's second leading scorer. He has
averaged 25.5 points and 10.3 rebounds in his
career and was named one of the 50 Greatest
Players in NBA history. The one thing missing
from his career is an NBA championship rin~ .
The Jazz were defeated by the Chicago Bulls 1n
the NBA Finals in 1997 and 1998. Ma lone, also
known as "the Mailman," is in the last year of his
contra ct, which will pay him $19.3 million. He
said that he "pretty much" decided that he will
not be back next season.

Sonics might have Magic in
their future
NBA Hall of Famer and former Los Angeles
Laker point guard Magic Johnson said he is getting close to becoming part owner of the Seattle
SuperSonics. Johnson, who owns five percent
of the Lakers, told the News Tribune in Tacoma.
Wash. that he has to d iscuss a financial buyout
with Lakers owner Dr. Jerry Buss before he
buys a piece of the Sonics. Johnson won five
championships with the Lakers. and was inducted into the Hall of Fame last month.

Bengals might be sued for
violating stadium lease
The Cinci nnati Bengals are 0-6 this season,
and the c1ty government is wonderin11 if the
team has violated its lease to play 1n Paul
Brown Stadium by not fielding a competitive
team. The Bengals are 10-28 since moving to
the publicly funded facility in 2000. Hamilton
County has three commissioners who voted
unanimous ly to ask county prosecutor Michael
Allen for his legal opinion on the matter. The
commissioners want to know 1f they can sue the
Bengals for consistently having losing seasons.
A half-cent tax increase was passed in 1996
to fund new stadiums for the Bengals and
Cincinnati Reds. Commisaioner Todd Portune
s a1d the lease states that new stadiums were
needed to keep both teams competitive.
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Ivy League athletes protest .
seven-week no-practice rule
0

School presidents create rule to balance athletes'-schedules

By William M. Rasmussen
The Harvard Current
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass.- When the Ivy
League presidents decided last summer to limit practice
time by requiring all varsity sports to take seven weeks
o ff during the year, they thought they were making athletes ' lives more balanced.
Requiring seven weeks of "dead time" would help
curb the increasing intensity of athletics and restore
focus on the Ivy League's academic mission, the thinking went.
But most Ivy League athletes who compete at the
national level say the new rule is discriminatory and seriously cripples their competitiveness against non-Ivy
League schools-and they are pushing for its repeal at
the Dec. I 0 presidents meeting, when the presidents are
slated to review the ruling.
Under the rule, for seven weeks the Harvard hockey
team can't book ice at Bright, the basketball team can't
scrimmage at Lavietes and the soccer team can't run
drills on Ohiri~ven if the coach is not present. Teams
also cannot arrange sessions with conditioning coaches.
Though they have not coordinated across different
sports, many Harvard athletes are protc;sting the rule or
finding ways to circumvent it.
"We' ll do everything we possibly can to work around
it," said Kenneth J. Smith, a defenseman for the varsity
hockey team and a draft pick of the Edmonton Oilers. "I
can't imagine it's helping
anyone."
Crippled competitiveness?
The rule's effects vary by
sport--some teams are relatively unaffected while others say their cornpetitiveness is jeopardized.
Track, for instance, will
be unaffected by the ruling
because indoor and outdoor
track are considered separate sports. So the outdoor
track season can be considered time ofT from the
indoor season, and vice
Harvard
versa.
Fall sports such as field
hockey and footba ll will
also not be significantly
affected because their seasons end early enough to conveniently fit a seven-week rest period between the fall
competitive season and spring scrimmaging.
But coaches of other sports .said their teams will be
hurt by the rut ing.
·.
Men's basketball coach Frank Sullivan said ofT-season
training, which will be considerably shorter if the ruling
remai ns in place, is crucial in developing individual
skills.
"The growth curve on some of the players' individual
games will be slowed," he wrote in an e-mail.
The team 's rest period is currently slotted to take place
the fina l seven weeks of the spring semester.
lie added that training during that time period, without
the presence of graduat ing seniors, allows "for the initial
stages of team identity to emerge before the summer, and
we' ll lose that building block as well ."
For llarvard's tennis players, who are consistently
ranked among the top in the nation and rely even more
on individual instruction during the ofT-season than other
athletes, the rule could take a toll on llarvard's national
competitiveness.
"It 's unfortunate for the players who really want to get
regular help during those seven weeks," said women 's
tennis !lead Couch Gordon Graham, who added that
many of his players seck out that off-season instruction.
Members of the crew team are the most vocul in thei r
opposition, though they face only a 33-duy dcud-timc.
llunter R. Rawling:; Ill, Corne ll University president and
chair of the counci l of Ivy League presidents, shortened
the rest period for crew to 33 dnys-thc maximum the
presidents could insist upon without interferi ng with preset on-water training sessions, according to Ivy Lcnguc
Executive Director Jeffrey Orleans.
llarvard heavyweight capt11in Michucl J. Skey snid he
has no pluns- us of now- to join in the protest, though
he snid he thinks even the 33-day rest period is harmful.
Instead, he litvors meeting with the presidents to hcur "in

an open forum why they did this."
Harvard University President Lawrence H. Summers
said he is aware that athletes are unhappy.
"I've heard concerns from people in a number of
sports about the seven w~ek rule that dqes raise certain
questions about its wisdom," he said.
Though he said he has not yet had a chance to "take
stock" of the issue with athletic director Robert Scalise,
he said he plans to do so before the December meeting.
Scalise could not be reached for comment Wednesday.
Civil disobedience
The rul~ven if adopted by the presidents without
revisions in the December meeting-may prove to be
ineffective.
Many athletes say the rule will not stop them from
training and that they are unlikely to explore other
extracurricular pursuits during their time off-part of the
goal behind the decision.
"A lot of athletes are training for different national
teams," Skey said. "They're not going to stop training
because a bunch of presidents got together and thought it
would be a good idea for them not to train and join the
cello group for seven weeks."
Skey, who is a member of the U.S. junior national
crew team, said the national team coach will post on the
team's official website recommended workouts for Ivy
League athletes who cannot take direction from their
coach during the rest period.
Tbe ruling reconsidered
The ruling is part of a larger review that seeks to
reconsider the role of athletics in college life.
"[It] will strengthen our
commitment to the opportunity for a positive Ivy
League athletic experience,
within the context-and
serving the goal~f a liberal undergraduate education," Rawlings said in a
press release.
A seven-week rest period
is perhaps the most drastic
attack on the intensity ofl vy
League athletics, but it is not
without some precedent.
Already, varsity athletes
- Michael J. Skey,
face restrictions on their
heavyweight captam
practice time.
According to · NCAA
rules, an athlete can practice
no more than 20 hours per
week under the direction of a coach during the season.
Out of season, Ivy League rules limit practice time to six
hours per week.
But it seemed this wasn't enough. After years of internal discussion, the pres idents asked the athletic directors
in the spri ng of 200 I to look into a I 0-week rest period.
The athletic directors recommended five weeks, and the
presidents decided last July on a compromise of seven
weeks.
According to Ivy League Executive Director Jeffrey
Orleans, seven weeks seemed to the presidents a proper
balance after hearing from athletic directors and other
representatives from each Ivy League school.
The presidents will continue to listen to athletic directors and student athletes to detennine whether the rule is
having the intended effect, he added.
Athletic directors are working on a review of the rule
and will present their findings at the Dec. 10 presillents'
meeting.
"The presidents take seriously the idea of finding the
right balance," Orleans said.
If the preliminary observations of seveml Ivy League
athletic directors is any indicntion, the ruling may be in
danger.
Yale Director of Athletics Thomas Beckett said he
encountered "immediate feedback that the students don't
like it."
" I just think the students arc: saying they just don't
quite understand why this was done and what the purpose of it is," Beckett said.
Brown University Director of Athletics David Roach
suid thnt, given what he has heard so thr from student
athletes, "a lot needs to be revisited und 111 the minimum
some ndjustments mnde."
·
Ronch added that the rule is discriminntory. "We tll'Cn 't
tell ing the Brown 'onily llcmld or sir'iing groups thnt
they hnvc to do the same thing."

"A lot of athletes are training for different national
teams. They're not going to
stop training because a
bunch of presidents thought
it would be a good.idea ..."
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College football off to rousing start
0

Gators struggle while Sooners, Buckeyes roll

By Rudolph Sanchez
Contributing Writer
lfalf of the college football season is in
the books and, so far, there have been
plenty of surprises. Some teams, like
Notre Dame, continue to defY expectations. Whil e others, li ke the Florida
Gators, have had nothing but headaches.
First, Florida will have to put its problems into context. First-year coach, Ron
Zook has fans in an uproar. Few expected
him to perform the way that Steve Spurier
did, but everything left to him continues to
crumble.
Gator fans, however, had little confidence in Zook even before the season
started. FireRonZook.com, a website dedicated to getting him fired, actually crashed
due to the number of people who visited it.
Florida was ranked in the AP Top 25 for
209 weeks until this season. As of press
time Friday, the Gators had lost two games
in the last two weeks, with a combined
AP Phot<>'l!randi Jade Thomas
score of 52-21. But not all of Florida's Ohio State running back Maurice Claret! has been shattering
woes can be attributed to Zook's inexperi- school records in his freshman year.
ence. Quarterback Rex Grossman has
failed to live up to all the preseason hype. He injured out the window if Florida State hadn't missed a crucial
his knee in the loss against LSU and there is a chance field goal in the final seconds of its game in Miami.
he may be replaced by backup freshman Ingle Martin. Ken Dorsey leads the Hurricane offense, and the
One quarterback who has delivered so far this season offensive line continues to anchor the team. The
is Heisman hopeful Seneca Wallace. At press time, the Hurricanes lost a great deal of players to the NFL, but
Iowa State quarterback had led the Cyclones to a 6-1 they continue to show depth at all positions. The
record, nearly bringing them to 7-0, if not for a ques- defens ive secondary has four new starters who have
tionable call against Florida State. Whether or not he filled their roles effectively. The Oct. 12 nail-biter
gets Heisman consideration hinges on his performanc- against Florida State proved that Miami is not
unbreakable.
es against ranked teams like Texas and Oklahoma.
The Oklahoma Sooners were one field goal away
Ohio State fi'eshman running back Maurice Clarett
from
being the top team in the nation. At press time,
continues to pile up the rushing yards. In just seven
the
Sooners had lost only two of their last 32 games.
games, he rushed for close to 1,000 yards. He already
holds the fi'eshman records for touchdowns (13) and Their offense isn't inclined to open up the field too
much but persistently grinds out wins week in and
I 00-yard games (5).
Notre Dame continues to win despite lackluster week out. Running back Quentin Griffin ran for 248
offensive output. Notre Dame is ranked 94th in the yards against Texas, which has the nation's second
nation in passing efficiency, though the Irish consis- ranking defense.
With such an astonishing start, this season has left
tently make big plays where needed. The defense has
the ability to carry the team, but how far that will take college football fans with many burning questions.
Can Notre Dame continue its success? Who will win
them remains to be seen.
The top two teams in the nation are the Miami the Heisman? Will Miami ever lose? And who will
Hurricanes (6-0) and the Oklahoma Sooners (6-0). The win the National Championship? With the way things
Hurricanes currently have the nation's longest winning have been going, it will be interesting to see how the
streak at 28 games. This streak could have easily gone remainder of the season unfolds.

Commentary

World Series teams evenly matched
0

Thomas' skills officially diminished; Twins want to stay together

By Marlo Scalise
Contributing Writer
Giants C harge and Angels Fly, yet nobody cares
The World Series started this past Saturday, and
although an intriguing battle, it is not what the media
world expected-{)r wanted.
In one comer representing the National League,
you have the San Francisco Giants, a team with perhaps the greatest hitter of our time (Barry Bonds)
that is led by one of the brightest managers of our
time (Dusty Baker).
Across the field are the Anaheim Angels-the representing team from the American League. The
Angels, who entered the season as an unknown team
with little hype and low expectations, have become
this year's Cimlerella sports team. With a staff led
by the talented, but low key lefty "Ace" Jarrod
Washburn, and an offense being sparked by the definition of hustle (David Eckstein), the Angels are
truly the epitome of an underdog.
These teams match up perfectly. Neither offense
is dominant, but they are persistent; neither rotation
is powerful, but they are ,consistent. This is a true
baseball fan's dream. Two evenly matched teams
going head-to-head- which makes this boring to TV
viewers.
If this were a boxing event, it would be more of an
under-card than the main event. Nobody cares to see
the cruiserweights despite the fact that they're the
most exciting. People want the established and wellknown superstar versus the noble underdog and hope
the underdog wins.
If the Giants were to be going up against the
Yankees, or the Angels against the Diamondbacks,
you can bet the interest level would be huge and the
majority would be cheering black and orange or red

and white. The Giants are looked at as this year's
team to derail the legacy of the Yankees, while the
Angels are looked at as the team that stomped the
Yanks before going face-to-face with the reigning
champion Arizona Diamondbacks. Great stories and
a great ending to a season that was just hours away
from being nonexistent on Aug. 30. That isn't the
case. While both the Angels and Giants fit the role
of the classic underdog, they simply aren't big
enough to grab the attention of the national audience.
So, instead of the preferable David-versus-Goliath
storyline, it's David versus David, which is how it
should be.
J udgment Day fo r Tbomas
The White Sox informed slugger Frank Thomas in
a letter on Oct. 6 that they will invoke the diminished-skills clause in his contract following the end
of the World Series.
The clause gives the Sox the option to defer all but
$250,000 of the $10 million Thomas is owed annually if he does not make it to the all-star team, win a
Silver Slugger Award or finish in the top 10 in AL
MVP voting. If invoked, Thomas will be allowed to
test the tree-agent market for 45 days.
If Thomas decides to return, the Sox are expected
to meet him halfway on the deal and offer the 34year-old around $5 million per season, with the rest
being deferred. Neither side was available for comment.
Twins to Poblad: Pay Up
Following their ALCS game-five exit to the
Anaheim Angels, the Twins have asked owner Carl
Pohlad to "keep this team together" and pay his players. According to general manager Terry Ryan,
Pohlad is committed to winning. "He's given us
plenty to work with the last year-and-a-half here,"
Ryan said. "He wants to keep the team together.
We're trying to put a good club out there again, and
we'll do the best we can."

Ryan Saunders
Sports Editor
lsn 't it strange how earth-shattering events can tum
split seconds of life into a permanent mental Polaroid?
My parents said that, even though they were still pretty young, they would never forget where they were
that chilly November day in 1963 when President
John F. Kennedy was assassinated. Seven years ago, I
can recall, with Swatch-like precision, the minutes
leading up to and immediately following the O.J. verdict.
Then there's Feb. II, 2002. Who will forget it?
Who can? The world gasped as the technically nawed
Elena Berezhnaya and Anton Sikharulidze of Russia
beat out the seamless Canadian duo, Jamie Sale and
David Pelletier for Olympic figure skating gold.
Truth be told, I' m not exactly sure where I was that
night. It was a Monday. My roommate Grk and I
were more than likely shaking our groove thangs with
some DePaul cuties at Parkway while downing 50cent draughts. If the event was being televised on one
of the tavern's television sets, I wasn't paying attention.
Though I've never been a huge fan of the "sport,"
the scandal---<lubbed by some as "Skate Gate"---<lid
raise my right eyebrow. And as figure skating gears
up for its upcoming season later this month, the controversy ignited by the Salt Lake City snafu only
seems to escalate in strangeness.
To thoroughly recap the madness and bring everyone up to speed, Sale and Pelletier exchanged their silver medals for gold ones four days after the competition. Under-the-table deals were discovered after
French judge Marie-Reine Le Gougne revealed she
was pressured to vote for Russia by her federation's
chief, Didier Gailhaguet. Full-blown International
Olympic Committee investigations took place, leaving
Le Gougne and Gailhaguet suspended for three years
and altogether banned fi'om the 2006 Winter Games.
In June, Onavio Cinquanta was re-elected as the
International Skating Union president, and members
voted to implement a new judging system. A month
later, Alimzan Tokhtakhounov, a reputable Russian
mob boss was arrested in Italy for allegations he tried
to fix both the pairs and ice dancing competitions in
Salt Lake City. The Russian Olympic committee
denies Tokhtakhounov's involvement, though the
wise guy gets tried mid-August. And just three
weeks ago Gailhaguet decides to skate on thin iceWhat? Yeah, I said it-when he publicly defies the
ISU 's ban, telling The Washington Post he'll go to
any skating event he damn well pleases. The gall!
The 1994 Tonya Harding/Nancy Kerrigan debacle
looks like a bad movie of the week next to this international thriller, proving that figure skating can be
interesting beyond the triple lutz. More interesting is
the judging reform proposed by the Canadian federation and approved by the ISU to prevent future dealmaking and bloc judging between conspiring federations . The changes are also the ISU's answer to critics who continue to question the legitimacy of the
"sport."
While each federation with a competing skater will
still be able to send a judge to the competition, 14,
rather than nine, will now be randomly drawn to
score the event. All 14 scores will be displayed, however, only nine--picked at random, in a veil of secrecy-will determine the skaters' final score, rendering
five of the judges scores useless. Insignificant.
Futi le.
Maybe this will ultimately be good for figure skating, but I just can't believe a sport, even one scored
with a judge's subjective perception of an athlete's
artistic presentation, should have to go to such insane
measures to remain fair. Is figure skating that imperative in the grand scheme of things? Perhaps I'm just
missing the bigger picture--the reasons why national
egos crosscheck each other into the boards to lay
claim to the world's greatest ice dancers. Would the
anxiety persist if the IOC dropped all figure skating
competition from the Winter Games? Would North
Americans be as fanatical without the NFL, MLB,
NBAorNHL?
And how soon unti l skaters complain? The ISU is
virtually playing Russian (or perhaps more appropriately, French) Roulette with these skaters' fates. One
could easily make the argument that their five highest
marks were mysteriously discarded while their opponent is bereaved of their lowest five. Mathematical
probability ensures this is possible. I think. Though
once a gold medal is at stake, it won' t take long for
speculation to point to corruption. And the ISU will
have to start all over- again.
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Bulls prep for season
0

Chicago hopes to become competitor with new roster additions
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NBA tarnished by
off-court antics
0
League struggling to
retain fan base
By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor

AP Photo/Ted S. Warren

Left: Bulls forward Trenton Hassel gets posted up by Phoenix Suns' Joe Johnson.
Curry (3) deny Toronto Raptors' Mamadou N'diaye.

By Andrea Hill
Contributing Writer
As the Chicago Bulls look forward
to their 36th season thi s year. they
also look for redemption. After four
devastating seasons. the Bulls look to
reclaim their spot with the fans, the
city and- most of all- the NBA.
During the summer. the Bulls
organization began working toward
rebuilding the team. Head Coach Bill
Cartwright had a decent foundation
with some of last season 's supporting
cast. Veteran Jalen Rose. alo ng with
Eddy Curry and Tyso n Chandler. provided a talented tri o to build aro und.
One of the early transactions of the
summer to compleme nt the existing
trio wa~ the signing of former Duke
All -American Jay Williams. Williams
wa~ a lin t-round draft pick in the
2002 draft. He\ ver~a ti l e . quick and
ahle to play at hoth guard po~i t io n s .
Coac h Cartwn ght appear\ to he
plea<,ed with Willr a m ~ and with the
progre•~ he made thi \ \ Ummer.
" Jay had a good \ Ummcr. compctitove-w l'e.'' Cartwnght to ld IJu ll\ .com
earlr cr thi\ month. " We would ha ve
li ked to have had hom here to workou t
and lift and try to get •trongcr during
the •ummc rtune. hut he had ht \ commotmc nt at the world game• I wo lh the
I; \/\ .\1cn·, Team! ."
·r he he;od " "'~" h;" dc<..~ dcd to
mv•rpt•r arc •• new !(llrnc piau for rhc
~ ul h . .\1an to man dclct"c a lo11g
woth the offcn <~v e tropic JKo\ 1 woll be
<.h rnrnn n

In

lhc

U pt: fHU ifl .'(

1\Cfi \ Ofl .

f ';ortwroght believe• !h i' "c<llllll "PI" ''
lunot y <offe n'<C" attro huted to the Bull•
cMiy ~h"mP''"' '" 'P yea"
f me ''' the key <..< orropwoerot< for the
~ u ll • woll he l;olcro f<<,.e. After bewg
traded frr•rn lnd.:m;1 1 ;• ~1 ~CH'\011 . J<oqc
'"""rotl y hcu unc the te:orro '< leader
" " urooclfo.to pllly ong <lyle .'" we ll '"
" " uphcat rncnt;oloty woll he lp the
Hull• on rmony way• ·r he 11 yr ar vetr r

an will make a good role mode l for
this very young team.
The team can also look forward to
significant contributi ons fro m second-year players. Eddy Curry and
Tyson Chandler.
C urry was the first high school
player to be drafted by the Bulls in
200 I. Curry saw his playing time
increase last year as the season progressed and eventual! y ended the season as the starting center.
Over the summer. Curry was
impressive in various training camps
and summer leagues. However. he
was n' t alone. Chandler be nefited
from the off-season as we ll . getting
the opportunity to work on becoming more o f a de fensive threat
for other teams .
Altho ugh both players arc
fairl y young . they arc gaining
experience and anticipating the
learning curve ahead.
Also returning to the Bulls is
fo rward Marcus Fizer. During last
\ea~on . Fize r was the team 's best
low - po~t scorer. l ie brin g~ sit.e and
strength to the team . Guard Jamal
Crawford wi ll be returning a ~ we ll.
de•pite m i~~ ing the majority o f l a ~t
\e~l\on due to a torn 1\C'I.. C rawford i ~
al \o ahl e to play hoth guard pmi tinn , .
The Bull• ha ve lot' nl t ~tl e nt tl"'
year aud appear au x itHI\ to W ill h:u.:k
the heart' of the ir fan, . The team "
looking for way• to get fa n• hack 111
the •cat • ol the l lmt ed Cente r. 1\ puh
loc " rin unage wa• he ld lree nl d utr)!c
l ~l't wee k. l'ao" luoed up lno play•·" ·

played a lot of talent. but there is
plenty of room for them to grow as
we ll. The scrimmage ended in a tie
game. but the festivities continued.
the fans anxio us for a n exciting season.
The team was also available for
a utograph sess ions during several
games in the preseason. The Bulls ·
first home game
is Nov. I
aga in s t
the Ne w
Orl e an s
Hornets.

a ulograph !i a nd a vanc l y ol ol ht' l

actiVII Ie \ With the 111111 \ .
Team captain l<me addll'" cd
the <.. rowd early on l k .:oul. ''I' Vl'
beeu 111 ''"' lr .o ~ue 11111e Y<'"" a11ol
('htCII!(O hl.- \ CI JIIl' nl lhl' h<·•t
fau" arouru.J "
The 'iC rlflllflliJll' wu ~ vn y
rcla .~Ccd uud llnflltndlluuull .
however the ICHIII dod '"'"'""
ttlra lc "cvcru l "llCl tne ul nr
pl ay• The Y'""'J! llull• d.-

Bulla' guard,
Jamal
Crawford Ia
expected to
Improve thla
ltuon,whtn
not getting
booted from
practice.

The NBA regular season is right around the
com er and the league is still trying to recover
from a rather eventful o ff-season. Multiple
players in trouble may have hurt the league's
image.
A couple of weeks ago, Bulls forward
Marcus Fizer was arrested for allegedly carrying a loaded gun in his car. Police pulled
him over for having illegally tinted windows,
and said that Fizer also had a suspended
license.
Philadelphia 76ers star Allen Iverson was
arrested in July for allegedly breaking into his
cousin 's apartment , threatening two men and
demanding they tell him where he could find
his wife. The 27-year-old Iverson reportedly
threw hi s wife out of his ho use naked. He
was later acquitted of all charges.
Last month, New York Knicks g uard
Latrell Sprewell was fi ned $250,000 by the
team for not tell ing them about a hand injury
that occurred after he allegedly punched the
boyfrie nd o f a woman who vomited on his
yacht.
There have been conflicti ng reports about
the inc ident. One sa id that he missed the
boyfriend and hit a wall , and another stated
that he fell o verboard a yacht which was
doc ked at a lakefront club in Milwaukee,
causing the inj ury. Spre well did not notify
the Knicks about the injury until a day before
the start of training camp on Oct. I.
If the off-court problems did not pose a big
eno ugh public relations headache for the
league, television ratings fell during last season 's playoffs. The 2002 NBA Finals, in
which the Los Angeles Lakers swept the New
Jersey Nets, recorded a 10.2 rating with a 19
share. the lowest in the 20 years since the
event has moved to primetime. The ratings
were also 17 percent lower than 2001 's
Finals. Last year's Western Conference
between the Lakers and Sacramento Kings
was what many considered the "real" NBA
Finals. which the Lakers won in game seven.
The upcoming NBA season co uld be as
interesting as any. Michael Jordan is returning to the Washington Wizards for one more
go around. The Wizards traded Richard
Hamilton and Hubert Dav is to the Detroit
Pi stons to acquire guard Jerry Stackhouse,
a nd fo rward s Brian Cardinal and Ratko
Varda. They also drafted Jared Jeffries and
signed Charles Oakley. They should be
improved, but the Kings and Lakers look better than any team.
Shaquille O ' Neal had surgery o n his right
hig toe. and according to coach Phil Jac kson.
there is no timetable for his return. Once the
unsto ppable O'Neal returns to the Lakers'
line -up. expec t Los Angeles to make a run at
the ir fo urth consecutive cha mpionship.
The Sacramento Kings run n close second
hehind the Lakers. Unfortunate ly for them.
they will be without the services of point
gua rd Mike Bihby for six to l'ight wec.ks due
to a fru~turcd right foot.
Attcndan,·e wus up one pcn·ent lust senson.
T he nverugc a uwd nt 1111 NBA gnme wns
1 6. 97~-th•· highest number sin,·c Jmdnn
fl'tircd from the Bulls after the 191l7- 1998
season.
The NB/\ will pruhahly S<'<' a rise in ntten·
dan<'<' ngnin. <'Spcdally wlwn J<•rdan tnl\'ds
amund the <:<>Untry. This SCIISIIn llli)lht ~h is
lust. nml fans w ill want 111 S<'<' th•· supct'l'tttr
'""' last IIIII<'.
I h>wev,•r. he <:nnnnt 11lay f<~n.·wr 1111<1 it will
I~ ontcrl'Stin~t ' '' sec if the NBA <'an 1-t't'p tis
fun hn«· whe n J<•nlan retires f11r
It wtll
t~ up tn plny..rs lil..c h•~l'l'l>n tll cnrry the
"'"!l"" 's 111111!1<'· If the ,,n·._~<'nslm pn>hle ms
knvr n hn<l tnstc in the mm.tths 11f fnns . th<'n
the Nl11\ n•ulll ~ m tn>uhlc.

II'""'·

